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Abstract. Recently, the construction industry uses the Recycled Concrete Aggregates (RCA) 
resulting from construction and demolition waste (CDW) to achieve sustainable requirements and 
economic benefits. In this paper, asphalt paving mixes were prepared with RCA instead of natural 
aggregates for the base course in flexible road pavements and walking areas used by pedestrians and 
cyclists. Different asphalt mixes samples were prepared with different asphalt contents to meet the 
required specifications. Additionally, several laboratory tests were carried out to assess mixture 
behavior including the Marshall test. The results indicated that the mixture made with aggregates of 
CDW have met all the requirements of Iraqi specifications of roads and bridges (SORB/R9). This 
investigation could be a useful guide for road engineers in designing asphalt mixtures from RCA.  

Introduction 
Construction and demolition waste (CDW) are one of the majority of environmental pollutants. 

The CDW accounts for approximately 30% and 75% of all generated waste in the EU and US, 
respectively   [1]. However, it can be considered as a valuable resource of recovered materials. For 
example, recycled concrete aggregate (RCA) is produced from raw construction materials such as 
crushed concrete slabs, curbs, foundations, and columns. As usual, the recycling process includes 
breaking and crushing existing concrete after removing reinforcing steel, wood, and other embedded 
items. Finally, the recycled aggregates will be ranged based on particle size and quality for reuse. 
Accordingly, the cost of using RCA in mixtures is 40% less compared to mixtures that include natural 
aggregates [2]. Also, about 35% of RCA is reused in producing asphalt paving mixes and the 
remaining is used for road soil improvement in the lower layers particularly base and sub-base courses 
[3,4,5,6,7,8].  

Many research has been conducted to assess the performance of bituminous mixtures that 
containing RCA from CDW materials. Most studies have concluded that hot mix asphalt (HMA) 
made with RCA show less quality and less water damage resistance than conventional mixtures. 
Weak adhesion contact between bitumen and recycled aggregates must be considered because of the 
low density and porous surface of RCA [9,10,11,12]. Other researchers indicated that the high pH 
value of RCA may result in a weak bond between the bitumen and the surface of RCA [13]. Also, the 
optimum asphalt content is affected by the content of RCA in the mix. Studies indicated that as the 
percentage of RCA increases, the optimum asphalt content (OAC) increases gradually as well. 
Specifically, a study highlighted that adding a fine fraction of RCA may increase bitumen 
consumption [14]. This is logical because of the large specific surface area which may lead to an 
increase in the bitumen content [12,15]. For economic purposes, high asphalt content can be reduced 
by adding RCA in the coarse fraction [16]. 

Otherwise, previous studies demonstrated that some treatments for HMA including RCA show 
significant results to improve the behavior of these mixtures [11,13,17,18]. Researchers from Spain 
demonstrated that the moisture damage resistance of HMA can be improved by curing the mix for a 
sufficient time in the oven at high temperatures before compaction. It was indicated that Marshall 
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stability and water damage resistance are shown significant improvements by allowing HMA samples 
with 30% of RCA for 4 hours in the oven for the base course in flexible pavements [15]. 

Furthermore, more investigations are required to acquire a better understanding of treatments that 
can improve the properties of HMA made with RCA. With regards to HMA design, it is worth 
mentioning that better mix design and quality can be achieved by taking into consideration not only 
the OAC and absorbed asphalt content but also the proportions of filler and non-absorbed asphalt by 
aggregate pores [19]. 

Finally, the objective of the current work is to investigate the behavior of asphalt mixture using 
RCA instead of natural aggregate for paved base course of roads. This work could be of interest of 
providing jobs, investment, and infrastructure for recycling CDW materials. The next section presents 
the methodology used in the current study.  

Methodology 
Materials. Three materials were provided for preparing asphalt concrete mixtures. They are locally 
available in Iraq as follows: 

1- Bitumen binder:  One bitumen type of penetration grade 40/60 was used in the current work 
produced in the Samawah refinery. The physical properties of the bitumen used can be shown 
in Table 1. 

2- Recycled aggregates: These materials were selected from a destroyed concrete building. After 
removing reinforcing and other embedded items, recycled concrete aggregates were separated 
into different sizes by sieving as illustrated in Fig. 1. For this study, the RCA mix design was 
prepared by combining desired RCA sizes with filler to meet the requirements of Iraqi 
specification SORB/R9 [20] of paved base course as shown in Table 2.  

3- Filler: Cement was used as filler material in the existing work, which is manufactured in the 
Samawah factory. The physical properties can be presented in Table 3. 

 

 
Figure 1. Recycled concrete aggregates used in the current work 
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Table 1. Physical properties of asphalt binder used 

Test Unit 
Penetration 

Grade (40/50) 
ASTM Reference 

Penetration  100 gm , 25° C , 5 sec 1/100 mm 43 D5 [21] 

Absolute Viscosity at 60° C Poise 3268 D88 [22] 

Kinematic Viscosity at 135° C C st 403 D88 [22] 

Ductility  5 cm/min , 25° C cm 130 D113 [23] 

Softening Point  (Ring & Ball) C° 56.7 D36 [24] 

Specific Gravity at 25° C  ----- 1.02 D70 [25] 

Flash Point  (Cleveland Open Cup) C° 253 D92 [26] 

Table 2. RCA mix design according to Iraqi specification SORB/R9  
for asphalt concrete base course 

Sieve size 
(mm) 

Passing % 
Combined 
Gradation 

Iraqi  
SORB/R9 

Ranges [20] 
RCA >      
1 1/2″  
(15%) 

RCA > 
1/2″ 

(10%) 

RCA > 
No.4  

(35%) 

Natural 
Sand 
(35%) 

Filler 
(5%) 

50 100 100 100 100 100 100.0 100 
37.5 100 100 100 100 100 100.0 100 
25 51.7 100 100 100 100 92.8 90 – 100 
19 2.4 98.8 100 100 100 85.2 76 – 90 

12.5 0.7 28.4 90.8 100 100 74.7 56 – 80 
9.5 0.5 3.2 64.6 99.3 100 62.8 48 – 74 

4.75 0 0 1 90.5 100 37.0 29 – 59 
2.36 0 0 0 77.3 100 32.1 19 – 45 
0.3 0 0 0 20 100 12.0 5 – 17 

0.075 0 0 0 0 94 4.7 2 – 8 

Table 3. Physical properties of cement 
Reference Specification Results Properties 

[27] ASTM C117 100% % Passing Sieve No. 200 

[20] SORB/R9 25% Liquid limit (L.L %) 

[20] SORB/ R9 3.4% Plasticity index (P.I%) 

 
Preparation of asphalt concrete mixture. After preparing the required materials as described in the 
previous section, the preparation of asphalt mixture was based on ASTM D6926 [28]. The combined 
RCA was firstly oven-dried before the mixing process. Next, fifteen mixtures were prepared using 
five bitumen contents 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 5.5, and 6.0% (i.e. three specimens for each asphalt content). The 
combined RCA was then heated to 155 °C before mixing with the bitumen. As well, the asphalt binder 
was heated to the temperature that produces a kinematic viscosity of (170 ± 20) centistokes (up to 
163 °C as an upper limit). Next, the asphalt binder was weighted to the desired amount to be mixed 
until all crushed concrete particles (i.e. heated RCA) were coated by bitumen. 

Following that, a clean mold of 101.6 mm diameter and 76.2 mm height with extension collar and 
base plate was prepared for placing the hot mix in. Next, the mold was placed in the compaction 
pedestal and applied 75 blows from a hummer falling 457.2 mm distance perpendicularly to the upper 
mold base. The compaction method from falling hummer can be repeated with 75 blows on the bottom 
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base after removing the plate and collar. Each produced specimen was weighted on about 1200 gm 
after the compaction process. 
Tests of asphalt concrete mixture. In this work, two tests were conducted on the prepared asphalt 
concrete mixtures. These can be described in the following subsections: 
Marshall test for base course. Marshall test was implemented to find out the optimum asphalt 
content (OAC) in the mix according to ASTM D6927 [29]. Before placing a specimen in the Marshall 
apparatus, several measurements were carried out to determine the density and specific gravity. The 
procedures include recording the weight of each specimen before and after immersing in water for 
three minutes. Then, it was placed in a water bath at 60 ±1°C for 30-40 minutes, or in an oven for 
two hours at least until the temperature of the model reached 60 °C. After drying the specimen, it was 
tested in the Marshall apparatus for recording the stability and flow values at maximum load before 
deformation occurred. Finally, the resistance to plastic flow can be expressed by Marshall stiffness 
which can be determined from the following formula:  

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀ℎ𝑀𝑀𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 =  𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀ℎ𝑀𝑀𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 / 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀ℎ𝑀𝑀𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝐹𝐹𝑎𝑎𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹                                                   (1) 
 

Immersion compression ratio test. This test was performed as per ASTM D1075 [30] to measure 
the loss of compressive strength due to the water effect on compacted specimens. Six specimens were 
prepared for the compressive strength test after obtaining the optimum bitumen content (OAC) from 
the Marshall test. Three of them were tested after 4 hours of storing in an air bath at 25 °C. While the 
others were placed in a water bath for 96 hours at 50 °C, then transferred to another water bath at 25 
°C for 2 hours before testing for compressive strength. The numerical index that calculated the loss 
of strength can be expressed in the following formula: 

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑆𝑆 % =  𝑆𝑆2
𝑆𝑆1

× 100                                                                                                                            (2) 

Where IRS is the index of retained strength in percent, S1 and S2 are the compressive strengths of dry 
and immersed specimens, respectively. 

Results and Discussion 
Resistance to plastic flow (Marshall test). The results of the Marshall test can be illustrated in Fig. 
2. As shown in Fig. 2a, the stability values decrease as the asphalt contents increase. The asphalt 
content was 4.4% that achieved maximum stability at 9.25 kN. Also, the results presented that the 
stability values were within the allowable limit that should not be less than 5 kN for the base course 
according to the Iraqi specifications of roads and bridges SORB/R9 [20]. 

On the other hand, flow values were recorded in the Marshall test as shown in Fig. 2b. It can be 
indicated that flow values increase rapidly as the asphalt contents increase. Based on the Iraqi 
specifications of roads and bridges SORB/R9 [20], the acceptable flow values should be within the 
range of (2 – 4 mm) for the base course. As a result, an average flow value of 3 mm could be achieved 
at asphalt content equal to 4.7%. The results in Fig. 2c depict a decrease in Marshall stiffness with 
the increase in the asphalt content.  
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Figure 2. Results of resistance to plastic flow (Marshall test) 

Other results of asphalt contents in relation to bulk density, air voids, and voids in mineral 
aggregate (VMA) in percent can be shown in Fig. 3a, 3b, and 3c respectively. The asphalt content of 
5.05% was achieved at a bulk density equal to 2.505 gm/cm3. Then, a decrease in the magnitudes of 
bulk density was recorded as the asphalt contents increased as shown in Fig. 3a. Similarly, the 
percentages of air voids were determined and the results were illustrated in Fig. 3b. According to the 
Iraqi specifications of roads and bridges SORB/R9 [20], the acceptable limits of air voids are within 
the range of (3 – 6 %). As a result, the asphalt content of 4.75% could be achieved at air voids equal 
to 4.5%. Additionally, the VMA% were recorded between 13 and 16 for mixtures prepared with 
asphalt content less than 6% as shown in Fig. 3c. These results are accepted since the Iraqi SORB/R9 
[20] recommends that the accepted VMA% should be 12% as a minimum. 

Finally, the optimum asphalt content (OAC) can be determined by computing the average of means 
values of asphalt contents at maximum stability and maximum density as well as asphalt median of 
air voids ratio following previous works [31,32]. The OAC value was equal to 4.73%. 
Resistance to moisture damage (Index of retained strength test). Other results in relation to 
moisture damage can be obtained by calculating the IRS% at obtained OAC value of 4.73%. 
According to the Iraqi specifications SORB/R9 [20], the accepted IRS% value should not be less than 
70%. The values of S1 and S2 were equal to 2645 kg and 2430 kg, respectively. As a result, the 
accepted IRS% value was approximately equal to 92%. 
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Figure 3. Results of asphalt concrete mixture with regards to bulk density, air voids%, and 

VMA% 

Summary 
The methodology was defined in this study. The Iraqi specifications of roads and bridges SORB/R9 
[20] were adopted in the current work for achieving mixed design requirements. Combined aggregate 
gradation was met the Iraqi SORB/R9 specification of the paved base course. Table 4 presents the 
results of tests that were conducted on asphalt concrete mixture prepared with 100% RCA. The results 
of Marshall and index of retained strength tests were obtained at optimum asphalt content equal to 
4.73%. As a result, it can be suggested that the designed mixture was met all the requirements of 
SORB/R9 for paving base course at off-street parks and roads with low traffic, particularly at 
residential areas. 

Table 4. Summary of the results of asphalt concrete mixture prepared with 100% RCA for 
base course 

Test Results of the current 
study 

Iraqi SORB/R9 ranges 
of base course Remarks 

Marshall test 

OAC%  
Bulk density at OAC% 
Marshall stability at OAC% 
Marshall flow at OAC% 
Air voids at OAC% 
VMA% at OAC% 

 

4.73% 
2.34 gm/cm3 

9.08 kN 
3.05 mm 

4.6 % 
14.3% 

 

 
 

 Min 5 kN 
2 – 4 mm 
3 – 6  % 
Min 12% 

 
 
 

Accepted 
Accepted 
Accepted 
Accepted 

Immersion compression ratio test 

IRS% 
 

92% 

 

Min 70% 
 

Accepted 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 
This study aims to make an asphalt concrete mixture with 100% replacement of natural aggregate 

by RCA. Economically, these materials are lower cost and can be obtained from concrete waste. It is 
worth mentioning that the installation of waste recycling plants may affect positively reducing 
environmental pollutants particularly concrete wastes.  

Furthermore, several recommendations can be drawn for future studies as follows: 
1- These results are complete can be applied to prepare asphalt concrete mixture for the base 

course. 
2- Using different proportions of RCA in the asphalt concrete mixtures for obtaining better results.  
3- Using different aggregate gradations for other paved courses such as binder and surface courses. 
4- Using different bitumen and filler types and contents to achieve the requirements of asphalt 

concrete mix design. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study aims to progress brittleness of the high strength lightweight aggregate concrete 

(HSLWAC) by using Porcelinite stone as light weight aggregates and silica fume with water 

cement   ratio 0.28 to give 41.34 MPa compressive strength at 28-days and reinforced with 

carbon fibers. Fifteen mixtures using in this work with three various lengths of (5mm, 10mm, 

and 20mm), five mixes for every length with volume fractions (0.25%, 0.5%, 1.0%, 1.5%, and 

2%) of carbon fibers. The slump test, compression strength, flexural strength, splitting tensile 

strength, and modulus of elasticity were investigated to determine the mechanical properties of 

(HSLWAC). The density of reference (HSLWAC) that was get through the experimental work 

was (1835 Kg/m3) at (28) days. The results shown that at general, the brittleness of (HSLWAC) 

improved with increased the content and length of carbon fibers, The optimum properties was 

for  mix (L5) of 20mm length and 2% of carbon fibers of  45.44 MPa, 3.21MPa ,and 6.97MPa 

for compression strength, flexural strength, splitting tensile strength respectively. 
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Introduction  
The use of high-strength Lightweight concrete 

(HSLWAC) can reduce the self-weight of structures 

and cross-sectional areas of structural elements. 

Both can increase the effective usable space for 

high-rise buildings and increase the span length for 

bridges [1]. The requirement for structural high 

strength lightweight aggregate concrete 

(HSLWAC) in many contemporary construction is 

increasing, owing to the benefit of higher 

strength/weight ratio, better capacity of tensile 

strain, minimum coefficient of thermal expansion 

because of the voids existing in the lightweight 

aggregates (L.W.A) and minimum density that is 

suitable for a decrease of load-bearing elements and 

the foundation size [2]. The lightweight high 

strength concrete has densities from 1000 to 2000 

kg/m3 and compressive strength more than 40 MPa 

[3]. Lightweight aggregates are normally available 

(volcanic cinders, pumice, diatomite, etc.) or 

unnaturally made (expanded shale, PFA, perlite, 

slate, etc.) [4]. 

(HSLWAC) is considered as a relatively brittle 

material as the concrete is strong under 

compression and weak under tension or flexure. 

Carbon fibers are inert, medically safe, chemically 

stable, low in density, and their strength-to-density 

ratio is one of the highest among all fiber types. 

Carbon fiber has a very high tensile strength (2110 

to 2815 N/mm2) and young’s modulus. Patodi, and 

Rarhod, have concluded that, cement composites 

made with carbon fiber, as reinforcement will have 

very high modulus of elasticity and flexural 

strength [2]. 

Literature Review  

      There are many studies have dealt with 

improved (HSLWAC) characteristics: 

Abdul kader Ismail A. et al. in (2013) [7]. 

Studied the mechanical properties of lightweight 

aggregate concrete (LWAC) using chopped carbon 

fibers 5mm length, 10μm diameter with different 

ratios of volume (0.5%, 1%, and 1.5%) results 

showed that the addition of carbon fiber increases 

the compressive strength is about 30%, splitting 

tensile strength about 58% and flexural strength 

about 35%. 

Xiang Shu et al. in (2014) [6] carried out to 

investigate the effects of carbon fiber with different 

sizes on the mechanical properties of Portland 

cement mortar. The laboratory test results show 

that the hybrid fiber mix exhibited superior tensile 

performance to the microfiber mix. 

Wasan Ismail Khalil, et al. in (2015) [7] studied 

some properties of high strength lightweight 

aggregate concrete (HSLWAC) reinforced with 

mono and hybrid fibers in different dimensions and 

types. High strength porcelinite lightweight 

aggregate concrete mix. The results shown that 

mono and hybrid fiber reinforced HSLWAC 

specimens show significant increase in splitting 

tensile strength and flexural strength in comparison 

with plain HSLWAC specimen. 

Akar Abdulrazaqet al. in (2011) [8]. Studied the 

influence of high performance carbon fiber concrete 
using superplasticizer and condensed silica fume 

reinforced with different volume fractions (0%, 

0.2%, 0.3%, 0.4% and 0.5%) of carbon fibers the 

results show that the addition of carbon fibers 

improves the mechanical properties of high 

performance concrete the addition of carbon fibers 

causes a slight increase in compressive strength and 

modulus of elasticity of high performance concrete 

when the fiber volume fraction increases, while the 

splitting tensile and flexural strengths shows a 

significant increase relative to the reference high 

performance concrete (without fiber). The 

percentage increase in splitting tensile and flexural 

strengths for high performance concrete with fiber 

volume fraction 0.5% at 28 days is about 45% and 

46% respectively. 

Materials 

1. Cement 

Type I, ordinary Portland cement used in this study 

from Al- Douh refectory. Test results shown the 

cement identified with Iraqi specifications No. 

5/1984 [9] .The properties of cement shown in the 

table (1) and (2).  
Table (1). Chemical properties of cement 

Oxide 

Percentage 

Cement Limit of Iraqi Spec. 

No.5/1984 

CaO 63.2 - 

SiO2 18.9 - 

Al2O3 3.8 - 

Fe2O3 4.6 - 

SO3 1.5 ≤ 2.5 

Mg O 1.7 5.0 

L.O.I 1.9 4.0 

L.S.F 0.9 0.66-1.02 

I.R 0.4 ≤ 1.5 

 

Table (2). Physical properties of cement 

 

Physical  

Properties  

Test 

results  

Limit of 

Iraqi Spec. 

No.5/1984 

Initial setting time (vicat) 65 min. ≥ 45 min. 

Final setting time (vicat) 170 min. ≤  375 

Compressive strength of 

mortar (MPa) 3-days 

19.0 ≥  15 

Compressive strength of 

mortar (MPa) 7-days 

30.5 ≥  21 

Specific gravity  3.1 - 

Specific surface 3000 - 

 

 

2. Aggregate. 

2.1. Coarse Aggregate. 

     Porcelinite stone was used as coarse aggregate. 

The quarry of this stone is located in Rutba at the 

western desert in Anbar. It was received in medium 
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lumps from the State Company of Geological 

Survey and Mining. The physical, chemical and 

mineral analysis tests were done by the State 

Company of Geological Survey and Mining 

(SCGSM). The stone was crushed by crushing 

machine. The maximum aggregate size was 12.5 

mm. Porcelinite was graduated to the grading which 

was presented in table (3). Due to the porcelinite 

cellular structure, lightweight aggregate (LWA) 

absorbs more water than normal weight aggregate. 

In order to avoid the continuous absorption of 

porcelinite LWA which caused rapid slump loss, 

the aggregate was washed with water for sufficient 

time to attain saturation. Then , the water was 

dripped off and the aggregate spreads inside the 

laboratory for suitable time to bring the aggregate 

particles to saturated surface dry condition ( SSD), 

which is recommended by ACI committee 211[9] 

respectively. 

 Table (3): Grading of Porcelinite Aggregate. 
Sieve Size 

(mm) 

Passing % ASTM C330-04[16] 

12.5 100 90-100 

9.5 96 85-100 

4.75 21 10-30 

2.36 4 0-10 

1.8 2 0-5 

Table (4): Physical Properties of Fine Aggregate 
Proprty Results Specificatio

n 

Limit of Iraq 

Spec. 

No45/1984[1

7] 
Bulk 

pecific 

gravity 

2.55 ASTM 

C128-7[18] 

 

Absorption 

% 

2.1 ASTM 

128-97 

 

Dry loose 

unit weight 

(kg\m3) 

1600 ASTM 

C29-97[14] 

 

Sulphate 

content 

SO3 

0.09 I.O.S N 45-

84 

0.5(max) 

Material 

finer than 

0.075mm 

0.7 BS-882-

1965[19] 

5.0(max) 

2.2. Fine aggregate.  

      The grading of fine aggregate are listed in Table 

(4). A (4.75) mm maximum size of clean sand is 

used as fine aggregate. and compatible to the 

requirement of Iraqi specifications No. 45/1984 

[10].  
Table (5). Sieve analysis of fine aggregate. 

Sieve size  
Passing ratio 

(%) 
Limit of  ASTMC33-03 

   

9.5mm 100.00 100 

4.75mm 94.56 95-100 

2.36mm 72.45 80-100 

1.18mm 68.40 50-85 

600µm 53.32 25-60 

300µm 16.60 5-30 

150µm 2.12 0-10 

  3. Superplasticizer. 

    Superplasticizer is high range water reducing 

additives, It meet the requirements of super 

plasticizer according to ASTM-C494 Type B, D 

and G [13].Table (6) shows the typical properties of 

superplasticizer. High range water reducing 

(HRWRA) added to decrease the water demand of 

the concrete, when Silica fume added and reducing 

w/c. 

Table 6. Typical properties of superplasticizer 

properties Specifications 

Specific gravity 1.2 

Form Liquid 

PH 7-9 

 

4. Silica Fume (SF) 

Table (7) shown the properties of silica fume 

according to ASTM C-1240-05[14], which shown 

in Fig. (1-b), the silica fume added in a dry state to 

the cement and thoroughly mixed with it in order to 

provide a homogenous mixture. Silica fume have a 

very high water demand. 

Table (7) shown the chemical and physical 

properties of silica fume. 

Oxide 

composition 

Oxide 

Content% 

Physical 

Properties 

ASTM C-

1240 

Limitations 

SiO2 91.4 - ≥ %85 

L.O.I 0.53 - ≤  6.0 

SO3 0.13 -  

MgO 1.03 - - 

Na2O 0.16 - - 

Percent 

retained on 

45µm(No. 

325) sieve 

,max ,% 

8 - ≤ 10 

Specific 

gravity 
- 2.21 - 

Bulk 

density 
- 310 kg/m3 - 

 Specific 

Surface  
- 20 m2/gm. ≥ 15 

form - Amorphous - 

 

5. Carbon Fiber (C.F.) 

     A High execution of carbon fiber used in this 

study shown in Fig. (1-a). Carbon  fiber complied 

with requirements of ASTM C1116-02 [12].Table 

(8) indicated the characteristics of carbon fiber 

High performance high strength chopped carbon 

fiber brought form waste factory as filaments was 

used in this investigation. Table (8) indicates the 

mechanical properties of chopped carbon fiber used 

in this investigation. 
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Table (8): Physical and Technical Properties of 

carbon Fiber (C.F.) 

Properties Results 

Filament Diameter, μm 8 

Bulk Density (min.), g/L 427 

Elongation, % 1.53 

Tensile Strength, MPa 1635 

Flexural Strength, MPa 260 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           (a)                                  (b) 

Figure (1): (a) Carbon fibers (b) Silica fume. 

Mix Proportions 

The reference mixture is made by (ACI 211.2-02) 

[16], after several trial mixes were carried out in 

order to select the optimum dosage of (HRWRA) 

and silica fume. The (HRWRA) has been used to 

reduce the w/c ratio and maintain the same 

workability of the reference mix (100±5 mm slump 

according to ASTM C-143) which causes increase 

in the strength of LWAC. The selected HSLWAC 

has mix proportion of 1:1.35:1.87 (cement: sand: 

aggregate.) by weight with cement content 520 

kg/m3 and w/c ratio of 0.28, HRWRA 2.5 liter per 

100 kg and 5% SF as replacement by weight of 

cement. The compressive strength and oven dry 

density of the selected mix are 62.3 N/mm2 and 

1955 kg/m3 respectively at 28 day age. The carbon 

fiber is used in varying length 5 mm, 10 mm, and 

20 mm with (0.25%, 0.5%, 1.0%, 1.5%, and 2%) in 

volume fraction. Table (8) shows the proportions of 

mixes of (HSLWAC) with coarse aggregate. for all 

mixtures the aggregates was used in saturated 

surface dry case  (S.S.D.) Specific surface area of 

(S.F.) is greater than the cement, therefore the 

concrete performance is reduced fundamentally and 

more water is needed to fix it, because the concrete 

Performance should not be changed; the amount of 

superplasticizer is increased. [17].  

Casting and Curing of (HSLWAC). 
     The samples cast in three layers by rodding 25 

times with applying a vibration for (10) seconds. 

After mixing, the specimens disposed of the molds 

and maintained in the water until they will arrive 

the test age of (7) and (28) days when they are 

ready to do the experimental tests.    

Concrete testing. 

     (HSLWAC)  specimens prepared at general 

according to ASTM C192-02.[21].For each mix, six 

(150 mm) standard cubic steel molds used for 

casting specimens and for Compression strength in 

(7) and (28) days in agreement with ASTM C39-98 

[22], the splitting tensile strength used two molds of 

(100X200) mm cylindrical concrete samples 

measured conformity to the ASTM C 496- 86[23], 

two (100X100X400mm) prisms for flexural 

strength at (28) day, correspond with ASTM(C293–

02).[24].  

Table 9: Mix Proportion for cubic meter of 

concrete. 

Ingredients Quantity 

(kg/m3) 

Cement content  520 

Fine aggregate 700 

Coarse aggregate 995 

water 146 

Superplasticizer  11.3 

Silica fume  5 

 

Table 10: Mix Designation for fiber content in 

volume fraction. 
Fiber Volume 

friction (%) 

Length of carbon fiber (mm) 

5 10 20 

0 CF0 CF0 CF0 

0.25 M1 N1 L1 

0.5 M2 N2 L2 

1.0 M3 N3 L3 

1.5 M4 N4 L4 

2.0 M5 N5 L5 

 

Results and Discussion  

Workability (slump) 

In this study, the quantity of water and SP were 

kept constant for all mixes in order to evaluate the 

effects of different CF fibers on the workability of 

OPC. Slump tests were carried out to determine the 

consistency of fresh concrete. The use of carbon 

fibers is well known to affect the workability and 

flowability of plain concrete intrinsically [26]. 

From Fig. 2, it can be seen that the slump value of 

fresh (HSLWAC) decreases due to an increase in 

CF fiber volume fraction. The addition of carbon 

fibres from 0.25% to 2% of volume fraction for 

length 5mm reduces the range of slump values by 

approximately 6.3%–36.8%. The results also 

indicate that, the carbon fibers of long length 

produced a lower slump, for length 10 mm the 

reduction in slump values was 9.5%-38.9% and   

length 25 mm the reduction in slump values was 

15.8%-40%. Mehta and Montero [26] reported that 

a slump value for structural lightweight concrete in 

the range of 50–75 mm is comparable to an 

equivalent value of slump of 100–125 mm for 

normal concrete. This phenomenon might be 

attributed to the long length of fibres have higher 

effective surface area for the cement paste to wrap 

around due to the high fiber content and long of 

fibres, which in turn, increases the viscosity of the 

development of a fiber–matrix bond compared to 

shorter fibres. The bond increases the viscosity 

which restrains the mixture from segregation and 

flow. The fibres have the tendency to absorb 

admixture [27].  
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Figure (2) slump mm of all mixes with deferent 

length of carbon fibers.  

Results of Compression strength. 

 As it is seen in table (11) presents the Compression 

strength test results and figure (3) at (7) and (28) 

day, it can be found that (HSLWAC) made with 

Carbon Fibers (C.F.) in addition silica fume had 

more Compression strength than control mix, the 

raise in the Compression strength at 28 days was 

more than their conformable Compression strength 

at (7) days due to the condensation of product of 

hydration process with silica fume about the  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Carbon fiber and loss the transition zone porous and 

further improves the mechanical properties of the 

concrete [29]. Figure 3 presents the variation of 

compressive strength with carbon fiber content, it is 

observed that, compressive strength increases with 

fiber length and fiber content. The increase in 

strength is more predominant for 20 mm length 

fibers. For the given fiber content, 20 mm length 

fibers show higher compressive strength compare to 

5 mm and 10 mm length fibers. At 2% fiber content 

20 mm length fiber shows 10% increase in 

compressive strength whereas the increase is by 

compressive strength whereas the increase is by 

5.03% and 7% for 5 mm and 10 mm length of 

fibers respectively, compared with the strength of 

high strength concrete with 0% carbon fiber. This 

condition can be attributed to the improvement in 

the mechanical bond strength when the fibers both 

have the ability to delay the micro- crack formation 

and arrest their propagation afterward up to a 

certain extent [14, 15]. The maximum Compression 

strength of (HSLWAC) was (45.44) MPa at (28) 

days of age founded in the mix (L5) with 2% of 

carbon fibers. 

Table 11: Fresh and hardened properties of (HSLWAC) with carbon fibers 
Length of 

Carbon  

Fibers 

(mm) 

% of 

Carbon 

Fibers 

Slump 

(mm) 

 

Compressive 

Strength 

MPa 

7-days 

Compressive 

Strength 

MPa 

28-days 

Split 

Tensile 

Strength 

MPa 

Flexural 

Strength 

MPa 

Modulus 

of 

Elasticity 

MPa 

        

5 

0 95 35.14 41.34 2.12 3.74 27722 

0.25 89 35.43 41.68 2.33 4.54 27903 

0.5 81 35.83 42.15 2.48 4.88 28098 

1.0 73 36.19 42.58 2.69 5.25 29256 

1.5 66 36.75 43.23 3.01 5.89 31510 

2.0 60 36.91 43.42 3.15 6.01 32617 

10 

0 95 35.14 41.34 2.12 3.74 27722 

0.25 86 35.57 41.85 2.45 4.68 28120 

0.5 78 36.11 42.48 2.88 5.34 28311 

1.0 70 36.52 42.97 3.01 5.48 33709 

1.5 64 37.10 43.65 3.07 6.32 36952 

2.0 58 37.60 44.23 3.18 6.57 39400 

15 

0 95 35.14 41.34 2.12 3.74 27722 

0.25 80 35.90 42.23 2.56 4.95 28406 

0.5 72 36.70 43.18 2.78 5.74 33792 

1.0 65 37.58 44.21 3.02 5.89 36433 

1.5 59 38.15 44.88 3.12 6.65 39800 

2.0 57 38.62 45.44 3.21 6.97 40413 
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Figure (3) compressive strength with carbon 

fibers percentage at (7) and (28) days for 

different lengths. 

Splitting Tensile Strength 

The test results on split tensile strength of 

(HSLWAC) with carbon fibers is shown in Table 

11 and plotted in Fig 4. It is observed from the Fig. 

4, that the split tensile strength shows increase in 

strength with increasing fiber content relative to the 

plain specimens (without fiber). The percentage 

increase in splitting tensile strength for 5mm length 

HSLWAC mixes (M1, M2, M3, M4, and M5) 

containing of volume fraction 0.25%, 0.5 %, 1%, 

1.5% and 2% carbon fiber is 10%, 17%, 26.9%, 

41.5% and 48.6% respectively relative to the CF0 

specimens. This is attributed to the mechanism of 

fibers in arresting crack progression and the 

improvement of bond between fibers and matrix 

due to the extra dense calcium silicate hydrate gel 

obtained from silica fume addition [18]. 

Also Fig. (4) indicate that the 20 mm length fibers 

show higher split tensile strength compare to 10 

mm length fibers. The percentage increase in 

splitting tensile strength for HSLWAC mixes 

containing 20mm fiber type (L1, L2, L3, L4, and 

L5) with volume fraction 0.5%, 1% and 0.25% 

carbon fiber is 4.5%, 3.6%, 0.3%, 1.6% and 0.9% 

respectively relative to 10mm length fibers . This is 

attributed to the mechanism of fibers in arresting 

crack progression and the improvement of bond 

between fibers and matrix due to the extra dense 

calcium silicate hydrate gel obtained from silica 

fume addition [18]. 

Splitting failure characteristics of HSLWAC 

completely change with presents of fibers. Non 

fibrous concrete specimens suddenly failed in a 

brittle manner and separated into two parts; all 

samples of mono and hybrid fibrous HSLWAC 

consist of two parts still connected by fibers 

bridging the major crack. A reduction in crack 

width was observed in hybrid fibers HSLWAC 

which significantly contributed to the reduction in 

overall crack area. 

 

 

Figure. (4) Splitting tensile strength with carbon 

fibers percentage at (28) days with different 

lengths. 

 

Flexural Strength 

Flexural strength test results are given in Table (11) 

and plotted in Fig 5, show significant improvement 

in flexural strength with the addition of carbon 

fibers. The increase in flexural strength is more 

sensitive with fiber content compared to 

compressive and split tensile strength, for a given 

fiber length. Maximum increase of 86.4% in 

flexural strength is observed at mix (M5) content 

for 5 mm length fiber compared to a flexural 

strength of high strength concrete with 0% fibers. 

The comparison between flexural strength values 

for HSLWAC specimens of 20 mm length mixes 

(L1, L2, L3, L4, and L5) and 10mm length mix 

specimens (N1, N2, N3, N4, and N5) shows that the 

percentage of increase in flexural strength is 6.88%, 

5.8%, 11.7%, 7.5%, 5.2% and 6.1% respectively. 

This is because carbon fibers are strong and stiff 

and they can blunt and arrest microcracks before 

they coalesce into macro cracks leading to fracture 

[23].Plain HSLWAC exhibited brittle failure under 

flexural with the specimen being separated into two 

pieces. Fibrous high strength lightweight aggregate 

concrete mix with carbon fiber content 0.25% 

shows the same behavior. This is due to the lower 

elastic modulus of the carbon fiber.  

 

Figure. (5) Flexural strength with carbon fibers 

percentage for different lengths. 

 

Modulus of elasticity 

Test results for Modulus of elasticity indicate that 

in table (11) and figure (6). The addition of carbon 

fibers show branching raise in the elasticity. Like to 
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strength properties the modulus of elasticity also 

shows increased values at higher fiber content. For 

example at 5 mm length the modulus of elasticity 

shows increase with increasing fiber content 

relative to the plain specimens (without fiber). The 

percentage increase in modulus of elasticity 

HSLWAC mixes (M1, M2, M3, M4, and M5) 

containing of volume fraction form  0.25% to 2% 

carbon fiber is  in the range  0.7% - 17.7% 

respectively relative to the (CF0) reference mix. 

Also the increasing length of carbon fibers shown 

raises the modulus of elasticity as in the other 

strength factors.  

 
 

 

Figure (6). Modulus of elasticity for all mixes. 

 

 

 CONCLUSIONS 

      

    The control (HSLWAC)  has a density of (1835) 

kg/m3, and the voids content was reducing with 

increasing the percentage of silica fume, the lowest 

density of (1746.72) kg/m3 was from the mix (PC5) 

at 28-days. It permeability coefficient (K) and voids 

content was (0.324) cm/s, and (30.21%) 

respectively. 

 

(1) Carbon fibres reduce the slump value of 

concrete. The reduction in slump value is within the 

range of 11%–64% for different length of carbon 

fibres. However. 

(2) The compressive strength of (HSLWAC) 

increases with an increase in carbon fibres content. 

Plain (HSLWAC) concrete has a 28-day 

compressive strength of 41.34 MPa, and this value 

increases to 43.42 MPa when the concrete is 

reinforced with 2% volume fraction for mix (M5) 

of 5 mm length carbon fibers, also the compressive 

strength of (HSLWAC) increases with longer the 

length of carbon fibres to 10mm and 20mm were 

45.44 MPa and 44.23MPa for mixes (N5) and (L5) 

of 2% volume fraction. 

 

(3) The excess the content of carbon fibers in 

HSLWAC with 5mm length significantly improves 

the splitting tensile strength of mix (M5) reinforced 

specimens was 48.6% relative to the reference 

specimens. HSLWAC specimens show significant 

increase in splitting tensile strength with increasing 

content. The percentage increase in splitting tensile 

strength for HSLWAC mixes containing 20mm 

fiber type (L1, L2, L3, L4, and L5) with volume 

fraction 0.5%, 1% and 0.25% carbon fiber is 4.5%, 

3.6%, 0.3%, 1.6% and 0.9% respectively relative to 

10mm length fibers. 

(4) The effect of incorporating of carbon fibres in 

improving the flexural strength with increased   

content of carbon fibers is more pronounced 

compared to its effect on splitting tensile strength. 

The higher percentage increase in flexural strength 

for (L5) mix was 6.97 MPa compared with 

reference concrete mix (CF0). 

(5) For Modulus of elasticity indicate that the 

addition of carbon fibers show marginal increase in 

the elasticity. Similar to strength properties the 

modulus of elasticity also shows increased values at 

higher fiber length and fiber content. 
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Abstract. This study aims to detect the mechanical properties of lightweight aggregate moderate 

strength concrete (LWAMSC) reinforced with single and hybrid fibers in various types and 

sizes. Moderate strength pumice lightweight aggregate concrete mix with compressive strength 

40 MPa at 28 day age with silica fume and superplastizier was used. The fibers used include 

macro hooked steel fiber with aspect ratio 80, steel fiber with aspect ratio 60, and polypropylene 

fiber (P.P.F). Two groups of (LWAMSC) mixes were made with reference concrete mix 

(without fibers). The first group of mixes were substituted three (LWAMSC) mixes with 

different single fiber including, concrete mix reinforced with Polypropylene (P.P.F) about 0.75 

% volume fraction (P1), concrete mix reinforced with macro hooked steel fiber type SF1 with 

volume fraction 0.75% mix (M1) and concrete mix reinforced with macro hooked steel fiber 

type  SF1 volume fraction 1.5% mix (M2). The second group of fiber reinforcement (0.75% steel 

fiber type (SF1) + 0.75% steel fiber (SF2) mix (H1), (1% steel fiber (FS1)+ 0. 5% steel fiber 

type (SF2) mix (H2)),and finaly (1% steel fiber type (SF1)+0.5% PPF mix (H3)). Dry density, 

strengths of compressive, splitting tensile, and flexural of (LWAMSC) were examined. generally 

single and hybrid reinforcement fiber of (LWAMSC) show important increase at flexural 

strength and splitting tensile strength in comparison with reference concrete.The results also 

show that, the optimum added proportion of fiber steel type (SF1) was (1.0%) and with (0.5%) 

steel fiber type (SF2) that portion raised the strengths of compressive, flexural, and splitting 

tensile around (4.34%), (52.93%), and (297%) respectively comparison with control mixture.       

Keywords:  moderate-strength concretes, lightweight aggregates; dry density, hybrid 

fibers. 

 

1.  Introduction  

In a new moderate rise building, the size of columns and the wide of the span between beams concrete 

structures were increased, it is needed lightweight moderate strength for low stiffness concrete. A 

diminished concrete density  for a similar strength level allows a sparing in dead load for basic 

foundations, but increase the strength of  light weight concrete lead to moderate brittle behavior [1]. 

Lightweight aggregate moderate strength concrete (LWAMSC)  is structural lightweight concrete utilize 

at concrete building structure with a 28-day compressive strength of (40 MPa) or greater, and  has a 

density less than 1500 kg/m3 [2], high brittleness low tensile/compressive strength ratio, low flexural 

strength, larger shrinkage. Therefore, steel fiber is needed for enhanced the mechanical properties of 

lightweight moderate strength mixture for increasing the tensile/compressive ratio, toughness, and 

resistance against deformation.[3],[4].To keep on  the workability of concrete, a moderate-range water-

reducing admixture (superplasticizer) was used within  mixing operations with water-cement ratio lower 

than 0.4 Pumice is a porous, volcanic rock. It is light grey in colour , cheap lightweight aggregates used 
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as lightweight coarse aggregates.The especial application of this type of concrete in the area of ocean 

engineering structures, long-span bridges and moderate buildings, etc [5]. 

2.  Literature review 

Although little knowledge for mechanical properties (LWAMSC) with  hybrid fibers, some authors have 

got adequate results in this field , Jianming Gao, et al. in (1997) [6], found the effect of fiber volume 

and aspect ratio on the mechanical behaviour  is extremely prominent,  but strength of  compressive is 

little  improved and varied from 70.2 to 85.4 MPa.The ratio  of tensile /compressive strength is improved. 

Strength of flexural varied from 4.94 to 8.7MPa. 

While O. Kayali, et al. in (2003) [7] studied the effect of polypropylene and steel fibers on lightweight 

moderate strength aggregate concrete with Sintered fly ash were used as lightweight aggregates, 

polypropylene fiber with  0.561% at concrete volume, lead to a 90% addition to the tensile strength and 

a 20% to the rupture modulus and 1.7% by volume of steel fibers addition at the indirect strength of 

tensile about 118% and the rupture modulus by about 80%.   

In 2011, N.A. Libre et al. [8] observed the increase in mechanical properties and energy absorption 

capacity when  the addition of steel fibers. Polypropylene fibers have a minor effect in mechanical 

properties of hardened concrete made with both steel and polypropylene fibers. The steel fibers volume 

fraction at 0.5% ,1% but the PP fibers various 0.2% ,and 0.4%.Furthermore, H.K. Ahmed, et al. in 

(2017)[9] studied the  influence of three types of polypropylene fibers with different volume fraction 

(Vf) on compressive strength, flexural strength, splitting tensile strength, and static modulus of 

elasticity. Results show significantly increased in all types of strength with all types of polypropylene 

fibers and compressive strength it was improved at Vf =0.25% and decrease at Vf =0.75%. 

3. Materials and methodology  

3.1. Cement  

For experimental work, the ordinary Portland cement was used from Al- Douh refectory. Tables 1 and 

2 show that the cement test results according to the ASTM standers C150-02 [10]. 

Table 1. Chemical analysis of cement 

Oxides percentage 
Limit of ASTM Specf.C150-

02a/2002 

CaO 63.2 - 

SiO2 18.9 - 

Al2O3 3.8 - 

Fe2O3 4.6 - 

SO3 1.5 ≤  2.3 

MgO 1.7 ≤ 6.0 

L.O.I 1.9 ≤ 3.0 

L.S.F 0.9 - 

I.R. 0.4 ≤ 0.75 

C3A 2.32 ≤ 5.0 

 

Table 2. Physical properties of cement 

Physical properties 
Test 

results 

Limit of ASTM 

Specf.C150-02a/2002 

Initial setting time (vicat) 65 min. 45min.(Min.) 

Final setting time (vicat) 170 min. 375 min. (Max.) 

Compressive strength of 

mortar (MPa) 3-days 
19.0 15 (Min.) 

Compressive strength of 

mortar (MPa)7-days 
30.5 21 (Min.) 
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3.2. Aggregate 

3.2.1. Fine aggregate  

Natural river sand was used as a fine aggregate which is passing through the sieve aggregate of 4.75 

mm.  Table 3 shows the gradation of the aggregate which is compatible to the required specifications of 

ASTM C33-01[11].   

Table 3. Sieve analysis of fine aggregate 

Sieve 

size 
Passing ratio (%) Limit of  ASTMC33-01 

9.5mm 100.00 100 

4.75mm 94.56 95-100 

2.36mm 72.45 80-100 

1.18mm 68.40 50-85 

600µm 53.32 25-60 

300µm 16.60 5-30 

150µm 2.12 0-10 

3.2.2. Pumice lightweight coarse aggregate 

Pumice was used to make preparations for the (LWAMSC) mixtures. The quarry of this stone is found 

in the north of Iraq in AL- Sulaymania governorate. Pumice stone has a dark colour, moderate 

permeability, and low density, porous form of vitrified volcanic rock and moderate silicon oxide (SiO2) 

concrete. Crushed Pumice stone was used as a coarse lightweight aggregate of nominal size (12.5 - 4.75) 

mm in this work as shown in Figure 1. Pumice pieces were broken manually and graded as per the 

requirement of ASTM C 330-04 [12]. Table 4 and 5 illustrate the physical properties and the grading 

for pumice, and the Figure 2 shows the graph of the grading of pumice aggregates. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Pumice pieces 

Table 4. Physical properties of lightweight coarse aggregate (pumice) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5. Pumice grading of coarse lightweight aggregate 

Sieve size (mm) Percent Passing Limit required by ASTMStandardC330-04 

12.5 100 100 

9.5 97 80-100 

4.75 12 5-40 

2.36 2 0-20 

1.18 0 0-10 

Tests, ASTM C 127 Test Results Limits 

Loose bulk density (kg/m3) 569 880 (max) 

Oven dry bulk specific gravity 1.88  

Absorption % (24 Hours)  2.51  

specific gravity 2.53  
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Figure 2. Sieve analysis of Pumice grading of coarse lightweight aggregate.     

3.3. High range water reducing admixture (Superplasticizer) 

High range water reducing admixture (HRWRA) superplasticizer is a chemical compound used to 

reduce the amount of water with the same workability for producing moderate strength concrete, 

according to ASTM-C494 Type G [13]. Because of the fibers addition reducing the workability of 

mixtures[5]. So (HRWRA) must be used . Table 6 shows the typical properties of superplasticizer.  

Table 6. Typical properties of superplasticizer 

properties Specifications 

Specific gravity 1.2 

Form Liquid 

PH 7-9 

3.4. Fibers 

Table 7 shows the physical and technical properties of fibers used in this work. Two types of macro 

hooked steel fibers (SF1and SF2) with an aspect ratio of  80, and 60 and Polypropylene fiber (PPF)  with 

aspect ratio 677 complied with requirements of ASTM C1116-02[14]. Figure 3 shows the two types of 

fibers that used in this work. 

Table 7. Properties of fibers 

Property Steel Fiber, SF1 Steel Fiber, SF2 polypropylene Fibers (P.P.F) 

Density (Kg/m3) 7880 7880 7900 

Tensile strength (MPa) 1100 1100 360 

Diameter (mm) 0.5 0.5 0.018 

Length (mm) 40 30 12 

Geometry hooked hooked Fibrillated 

Aspect ratio 80 60 677 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) Standard hooked-end steel fibers            (b) Polypropylene fibers. 

Figure 3. Types of fibers 
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3.5. Silica fume  

Silica fume utilized in this work was purchased from Sika Company. The chemical composition and 

physical requirements of the purchased silica fume satisfied the requirements of ASTM C 1240-06 -

06[15]. 

3.6. Mix Proportions 

The volumetric method ACI 211.2 [2] was used for mix design with proportions as 1: 1.33: 0.89 (cement: 

sand: aggregate) by weight.The reference lightweight aggregate moderate strength concrete mix to give 

at 28-day age a compressive strength (42 MPa), after many tries, used the mixes with cement content 

490 Kg/m3, silica fume 53kg/m3, water-cement ratio 0.31 and  slump (80 mm) for good workability 

was used    (HRWRA) 1.2 liter per 100 kg of cement without fiber (0F) as shows in table (8).The high 

absorption of pumice aggregates directly effects on the quality of the LW concrete. In order to solve this 

problem, the pre-soaking method was used for pumice aggregates to control the high absorption of 

pumice aggregates for a fixed time.Generally, 24 hours the time was needed to achieve the 80% of the 

water absorption [16].Two groups of concrete were made, the first group of mixes were substituted three  

(LWAMSC) with different single fiber including, concrete mix reinforced with Polypropylene (P.P.F) 

about 0.75 % volume fraction (P1), concrete mix reinforced with macro hooked steel fiber type  SF1 

with volume fraction 0.75% mix (M1) and concrete mix reinforced with macro hooked steel fiber type  

SF1 volume fraction 1.5% mix (M2). In the second group, three (LWAMSC) with hybrid fiber including 

concrete mix reinforced with a combination of (SF1) steel fiber 0.75% volume fraction + (SF2) steel 

fiber 0.75% volume fraction (H1). Concrete mix reinforced with a combination of macro (SF1) steel 

fiber with 1.0 % volume fraction +(SF2)  steel fiber and 0. 5% volume fraction (H2). Finally, the 

concrete mix contains a combination of (SF1) macro steel fiber 1.0% volume fraction + micro PPF with 

0.5% volume fraction (H3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.7. Casting and curing of (LWAMSC) 

To produce of lightweight aggregate moderate strength with fiber reinforced concrete, pumice as coarse 

aggregates and fine aggregates were mixed at the beginning with dry case for one minute. Then, cement 

and silica fume were added to the mix. Amid the blending activity, the fibers were added and all the 

materials were mixed for 2 minutes together with the continuous addition of fibers. Hard and continuous 

mixing was made for the avoidance of fibers to be clumped. Finally, to get a specific mixture containing 

water,(HRWR) was slowly added to the mixture during the mixing for 3 minutes. 

Table 8. Mix Proportions of (LWAMSC) 
 

Mix Design 

Steel 

Fiber 

% of  

vol.  

(SF1) 

Steel 

Fiber 

% of 

vol. 

(SF2) 

(P.P) 

Fiber 

% of 

vol. 

Pumice 

coarse 

aggregates 

(Kg/m3) 

Fine 

aggregates 

(Kg/m3) 

Cement 

content 

(Kg/m3) 

W/

C 

Silica 

fume 

(Kg/m3) 

Ref.- (RF) 0.0 0.0 0.0 435 650 490 0.31 53 

0.75%PPF- (P1) 0.0 0.0 0.75 435 650 490 0.31 53 

0.75%SF1- (M1) 0.75 0.0 0.0 435 650 490 0.31 53 

1.5%SF1- (M2) 1.5 0.0 0.0 435 650 490 0.31 53 

0.75%SF1- 0.75%SF2- 

(H1) 

0.75 0.75 0.0 435 650 490 0.31 53 

1%SF1- 0.5%SF2- H2) 1.0 0.5 0.0 435 650 490 0.31 53 

1%SF1-0.5%PPF- (H3) 1.0 0.0 0.5 435 650 490 0.31 53 
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After filling up the moulds, the concrete samples were to rduce the entrapped voids using a vibrating 

table for a period of 8 to 12 seconds. The samples were maintained in the laboratory for 24 hours,and 

then stored in the water of a constant 20±2 °C for 7 and 28 days, up to a time the day of the testing. 

3.8. Concrete testing 

According to ASTM C192-88 [17],the concrete resistance of  compression of (LWAMSC) samples were 

examined during 7 and 28 days of treatment period. For strength of compression at (7) and (28) days in 

conformance to requirements for ASTM C39-98 [18], utilize six standard steel cubic moulds 

(150×150×150) mm for casting the samples, while for the strength of splitting tensile emploied two 

cylindrical moulds of (100×200) mm and the concrete was evaluated according to  ASTM C 496-90 

[19]. Finally, according to ASTM(C78–98) [20], two prisms of (100×100×400) mm were used for the 

strength of flexural (Modulus of Rupture) for (28) days.  

3.9. Air Dry Density 

Air dry density test was performed in accordance with ASTM C567-85[21] by using (100×200) mm 

cylindrical specimens. The specimens left in moulds for 1 day inside a moisture cabinet, then they were 

stripped from the moulds and wrapped securely with a polythene bag for 6 days. After that, they were 

removed from the bag and immersed in water for 1 day. On the second day saturated surface dry and 

suspended-immersed weight were taken. The specimens were left in the laboratory for 21 days, then the 

dried specimens were weighted at the 28-day. The air dry density was calculated by using the following 

equation:- 

Air dry density (kg/𝒎𝟑)=
(A×997)

(B-C)
                                                                                           (1) 

where : 

A = weight of concrete cylinder, as dried (kg). 

B = saturated surface-dry weight of cylinder (kg). 

C = suspended-immersed weight of cylinder (kg). 

4. Resultant and Discussion  

4.1. Bulk density 

The hardened concrete densities which were tested at 28-day are shown in Table 9 and Figure 4. The 

results of the bulk density of the (P.P.F) fibers did not have a significant effect on the concrete density. 

While, the density of concrete is dirctly influenced at fibers of steel, but the mean density of concrete 

that not contain steel fibers was 1760 kg/m3, the average density of hybrid fibers concretes of  H1,H2, 

H3 were 1862, 1856, and 1843 kg/m3 .This is clearly due to the moderate specific gravity of steel fibers, 

the density of (LWAMSC) shows the increment of 1.5% steel fiber greater the concrete density at about 

116 kg/m3. The influence fibers steel on growing the concrete density samples very important in the 

case of lightweight concrete in which the reduction of the density is very significance. 

Table 9. Compresive of compression results of (LWAMSC) samples at 7 and 28 days 

Mix Design 

Average 

Bulk 

density 

(kg/m3) 

Comp. 

strength     7 

days    MPa 

Comp. 

strength        

28-day      

MPa 

Ref.- (RF) 1768 32.75 41.45 

0.75%PPF- (P1) 1769 33.12 42.12 

0.75%SF1- (M1) 1840 34.45 44.35 

1.5%SF1- (M2) 1860 30.11 37.64 

0.75%SF1- 0.75%SF2- (H1) 1862 30.89 38.76 

1.0%SF1- 0.5%SF2- (H2) 1856 34.52 43.25 

1.0%SF1-0.5%PPF- (H3) 1843 34.35 43.05 
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Figure 4. Dry density test resultants of (LWAMSC) at 28-day 

 

4.2. Compressive Strength 

Table 9 and Figure 5 explain the increment of the compressive strength results of all (LWAMSC) at 7-

day and 28-day within the age. It was noted that the compressive strength of polypropylene fiber type 

(P1) with volume fraction of 0.75% was slightly better than the refrence concrete (RF) in about 1.13% 

at 7days and 1.6% at 28-days respectively. Concrete mixes containing single fiber, steel fiber of M1 is 

showed the higher compressive strength about 5.19%, and 6.97%  for 7 and 28 days respectively in 

comparison with refrence concrete. This is due to the small amount of fibers enhanced the cement paste 

for micro crack phases and improved the crack strength.  

It has been noticed that the addition of fibers in concrete mix of (M2) come to be very hard at 1.5% of 

steel fiber volume fraction and mixture can not completely compacted, thus the compressive strength of 

concrete become smaller than to the refrence concrete.The partly exchange to steel fibers type (M2) of 

1.5% steel fiber type (SF1) with hybrid fiber (H1, H2, and H3) of low volume fraction of steel fiber type 

SF2 (0.75% and 0.5%), polypropylene fibers (0.5%)  shown that increasing in the compressive strength 

by about 2.97%, 14.9%, %, and 20.21%  respectively at 28-day . This is because of the hybrid fibers 

with varying types and sizes would suggest different put down conditions. Moreover, this social position 

can be ascribed to the becoming better in the mechanical strength of bond as the fibers both have the 

capacity gaudily the microcrack arrangement and to detain their diffusion afterwards up to a certain 

scale[22]. 

(LWAMSC) Hybrid fibers mixes with 1.0% of steel fiber type SF1 and 0.5% fraction of volume of 

(P.P.F) show the moderately advancing in compressive strength. This is because, in comparison with 

longer and moderate specific gravity fibers, shorter and low specific gravity are more efficient in 

delaying cracks owing to the moderate specific contact surface of nonmetallic fibers [23].  

The using of two types of macro steel fibers in (LWAMSC) with volume fraction 0.75% for each (mix 

H1), shows decreasing in compressive strength in comparison with reference mix (mix RF).This is due 

to the pores and honeycombs which can be formed during placing of moderate volume fraction of steel 

fibers as a result of not completed  consolidation [24]. 
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Fig. 5. Compressive Strength test of (LWAMSC) results at 7-day and 28-day 

 

4.3. Splitting Tensile Strength 

Table 10 and Figure 6 list the effects of fibers in (LWAMSC) appreciably, increasing the splitting tensile 

strength for alone type and hybrid fibers concrete mixtures compared to the reference concrete. The 

amount of increase in splitting tensile strength for (LWAMSC) mixes containing single steel fiber type 

(M1) with volume fraction 0.75%, and 0.75% polypropylene fiber (P1) is 295.8%, and 221.6% 

successively comparison to the refrence concrete. This is ascribed to the mechanism of fibers in 

detention cracking  progression and the improvement of the bond between fibers and matrix due to the 

extra dense calcium silicate hydrate gel obtained from silica fume addition [25]. 

The comparison between splitting tensile strength values of (LWAMSC) mix having one steel fiber type 

(M2) with a volume fraction of 1.5% and the hybrid fiber mixes H1, H2, and H3 shows that the increase 

ratio in strength of splitting tensile of hybrid fiber (LWAMSC) is about 6.85%, 20.25%, and 7.47%, 

respectively. 

Similar to the case of compressive strength, steel-polypropylene fibers mix (H3) shows the moderateest 

splitting tensile strength relative to all fibrous (LWAMSC) mixes (with mono or hybrid fiber). This is 

because of the cooperation of hybrid fibers, small fibers may bridge the microcracks more qualification, 

because they are not thick and their amount in mixture is much paramount than tof the great thick fibers, 

for the same fiber quantity. As the microcracks grown and join upto very large macrocracks, the long 

hooked-end fibers become more and more active in crack bridging. In this way, the strength of tensile 

and ductility can be improved. Long fibers can therefore provide a stable post peak response, but short 

fibers will be less active because they are being more pulled out, therfore the width of crack increasing 

[26].  

4.4.Flexural Strength 

The flexural resistance test proceeds for all (LWAMSC) combined are coincident in Table 10 and Figure 

7. The conclusion show that the incorporation of fibers increment the flexural strength in single  and 

multi-fibers heterogeneous suitable to mix together. The percentages of increased in parameter of breach 

for single steel fibre (LWAMSC) at fragment 0.75%, 1.5% of M1, and M2 are 52.37%, 29.52% and 

60.64% for 0.75% of polypropylene fibers (P1) compared with reference concrete. The purpose for this 

improvement in parameter of fracture is that after table bully, the fibers will move the cargo that the 

concretion uniform until great by interfacial fetters between them. The principle for this increase in 

modulus of rupture is that after cement paste cracking, the fibers is carried the load that the concrete 

without changing up to cracking by means of bond of  interfacial between the fibers and the matrix. 

Therefore, the fibers resist the dissemination of cracks and do not fail without warning, which source an 

increase in load carrying ability [27].  
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The comparison between strength of flexural values for (LWAMSC) samples containing 1.5% of steel 

fiber type (M2) and hybrid fiber samples H1, H2, and H3 shows that the increase ratio  of strength of 

flexural for hybrid fiber (LWAMSC) samples is 20.9%, 35.61%, and 12.02% respectively. It can be 

observed that (LWAMSC) samples containing a merge of steel and polypropylene fibers (mix H3) show 

the lowest percentage increase in modulus of rupture relative to mono steel fiber mix (M1). This is 

because of  the lower strength of (P.P.F) tensile and also the not strong bonding between cement matrix 

and(P.P.F) [28].   

 

Table 10. Results of tensile of splitting and flexural strengths tests for (LWAMSC) mixtures 

Mix Design 

Splitting tensile 

resistance        

 28 day  

MPa 

Flexural 

strength           

28 day 

MPa 

Ref.- (RF) 0.97 3.76 

0.75%PPF- (P1) 3.12 3.87 

0.75%SF1- (M1) 3.84 5.53 

1.5%SF1- (M2) 3.21 4.24 

0.75%S1F- 0.75%S2F- (H1) 3.43 5.12 

1.0%SF1- 0.5%SF2- (H2) 3.86 5.75 

1.0%S1F-0.5%PPF- (H3) 3.45 4.75 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Strength of splitting tensile for overall (LWAMSC) mixtures of 28-day 

 
 

Figure 7. Strength of flexural and ratio of single and hybrid fibers 
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5.  Conclusion  

 The addition of steel fibers to (LWAMSC) increases its oven dry density of all mixes. Hybrid 

(LWAMSC) mixe containing a combination of steel fibers 0.75% steel fiber type (SF1) + 0.5% 

polypropylene fiber show densities less than that containing 1.5% of mono steel fiber type (SF1).  

 The use of  0.75% volume fraction of macro steel fiber type (SF1) and  polypropylene fibers  increases 

the cube compressive strength at 28 day by about 5.19%, and 6.97% relative to the refrence concrete, 

and the partial replacement of macro steel fibers type SF1 with 0.75% of SF2 (H1), 0.5% SF2 (H2), 

and 0.5% polypropylene fiber (H3)  increases the compressive strength at 28 day by about 2.9%,14.9%, 

and 20.21%  compared  to the 1.5% SF1- (M2) 

 The inclusion of fibers in (LWAMSC) significantly improves the splitting tensile strength for both 

single and hybrid fiber reinforced samplesrelative to the reference concrete. Hybrid fiber reinforced 

(LWAMSC) samples show significant increase in splitting tensile strength. The percentage of increase 

in splitting tensile strength for (LWAMSC) specimens prepared from H1, H2, and H3 mixes is about 

6.85%, 20.25%, and 7.47%, respectively attribute to the control mixture. 

 The incorporation of fibers increases the flexural strength in single and hybrid fiber concrete compare 

to the reference concrete. The increase ratio of flexural strength for hybrid (LWAMSC) supplied of 

mixtures H1, H2, and H3 is 20.9%, 35.61%, and 12.02% respectively relative to the reference concrete. 

 The resultant indicated that, the most efficient state addition proportion of hybrid fiber was 1.0% of 

(SF1) with 0.5% of (SF2) this ratio raised the strengths of compressive, flexural, and split tensile for 

4.34%, 52.93%, and 297% successively, comparing to reference concrete. 
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 Trip Distribution is a difficult and significant model in the urban transportation planning 

process. This paper creates and assesses a satisfactory model of the trip distribution 

stage for the Nasiriyah city by using two models, Gravity and Fratar methods. A large 

sample was used for developing the model. The research methodology depends on 

discussing the theoretical fundamentals of the various methods for estimating the trips 

distribution and examining the suitability of these fundamentals for the conditions of 

the selected study area. Two different models had been used, namely; Frater and Gravity 

model. These models were calibrated using real data. The study tests the accuracy of 

the models, including overall statistical assessments of the predicted movements. 

Finally, the study recommended to use Fratar Method. These results had been confirmed 

to the literature that, if the area is a homogenous growth, the best model is the growth 

factor (Fratar's method) and if the area is experiencing rapid changes. The gravity model 

will produce satisfactory results because it takes into account the competition in 

different land uses. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Because of substantial growth in recent years, and 

continued future growth, the City of Al-Nasiriyah is 

confronted with various difficulties of arranging and dealing 

with its development system and transport framework 

especially inside the central business district (CBD). The city 

has development plans for the future, these plans will create 

major transport demands that will affect the current transport 

infrastructures and systems, also the transport demands will 

affect the current transport frameworks, especially the street 

organize inside the downtown area. Hence, the point of this 

examination is building up a transport model for the Nasiriyah 

region.  

The transport model will help the city in setting up the future 

of transport request and test the effect of land use development, 

significant turns of events and street organize alternatives. The 

model of the investigation territory involves the urban zone is 

a trip distribution. It is a model of movement between zones - 

trips or links. Trip distribution models are designed to generate 

the best possible forecasts of destination choices based on 

traffic generation and attraction information for each travel 

area and genetic travel cost between each pair of zone [1-4]. 

 The trip distribution model helps to control the changing in 

land uses. For instance, if a shopping centre is being arranged, 

so can make adjusted for the current trip generation model to 

fit the designed site (e.g., adding 500 retail occupations to the 

zone in which the shopping centre will exist). At that point, the 

model of trip generation is re-run with the new anticipated 

information, where the outing distribution model is applied to 

the anticipated beginnings and goals information. The 

outcome would be a model of likely outings to the new 

shopping center. The principle of trip distribution forecasting 

represents by estimating the relations or linkages for trip 

attractions among traffic zones [5].  

For depicting the distribution of trips between zones, the 

literature depends on a matrix as a form. The matrix is a table 

that consists of two-dimension. The cells within the table 

represent the volumes of traffic that affected of generation 

zone to attraction zone and denoted by (Ti- j). (Ti- j) a symbol 

represents the trips that generate at zone i and ended at zone j. 

O-D network is comprised of lines and sections that speak to 

the root and goal zones individually. In this way, the O-D grid 

is required for the directional traffic task [6]. Three significant 

steps in an O-D matrix table, firstly, the traffic volume, 

secondly, the O-D matrix, and finally, the total trip of 

production and attraction. Those are represented essential 

datum of transportation systems planning and operations [7]. 

A mixture of purposes depends on a datum in the O-D 

matrix such as new road designs and existing road 

improvements (widening or adding more lanes) due to rising 

transportation demand services and facilities. It is additionally 

basic in examining the effects of the execution of traffic 

activity situations to current traffic circumstance, social, and 

natural divisions. The situations may include the course 

change, street enclosure because of street works or 

maintenances, the emergence of crises because of cataclysmic 

event, for example, seismic tremor, a tsunami wave, forest fire 

and significant flood. The traffic administrators can predict the 

circumstances prone to happen and henceforth inform the 

street clients with enough time preceding the changes. Hence, 

O-D networks are the fundamental wellspring of data for some 

reasons and should be readied rigorously [6]. Throughout the 

years, modellers have utilized a few unique definitions of trip 
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distribution. The first was the Fratar or Growth model. This 

technique was presented by Fratar (1955). This structure 

extrapolated a base year trip table to the future dependent on 

development however doesn't consider the changing in spatial 

availability because of expanded gracefully or changes in 

movement designs and congestion [1]. In any case, the Fratar 

method is used routinely for anticipating through excursions 

in an urban zone and now and then in any event, for external - 

internal trips [8].  

The following model created was the gravity model. The 

gravity model is entropy expansion model is generally utilized 

for trip conveyance examination [9], and the mediating 

openings model. Assessment of a few model structures in the 

1960s inferred that "the gravity model and interceding 

opportunity model demonstrated equivalent unwavering 

quality and utility in reproducing the 1948 and 1955 trip 

distribution for Washington, D.C." [6]. 

 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

 

The basic of adoption a model for trips distribution is taken 

into consideration reaching for a reasonable approximation to 

the observed trip "(Matches between trips that are modelled 

and observed)  with a note, there are no special statistics for 

calculating observed distribution". While for predicted 

distribution, a simple model was used to approximate the 

actual empirical distribution.  

To achieve this, the following detailed objectives have been 

set: 

(1) Gathering important information depending on the 

form had been implemented in the case study of 

Nasiriyah city.  

(2) Estimating trip production for each zone by adopting 

the average trip rate (trips/inhabitant/day) for the entire 

city by using a category analysis method. However, the 

trip attracted to each zone was essentially estimated 

through building trip attraction model using simple 

linear regression, which was adopted as an essential 

parameter. 

(3) Develop an improved trip distribution model that can 

investigate its validity.  

(4) The calculation for developing model done at zone 

number 1 then duplicated for all zones.  

(5) Make a comparison between the observed and modelled 

distribution to see whether the model creates a sensible 

guess. 

 

2.1 Nassiriyah strategic transport model 

 

Nasiriyah city is the urban area, it is a homogenous growth 

and doesn't experience rapid changes in land uses. The number 

of population for the city of Nasiriyah was 523236 person 

depending on Insights registration results for 2017 [10]. The 

absolute number of household in Nasiriyah city is evaluated to 

be about 58013 households. The selected study area is distinct. 

Whereas the boundary of the study area represented by the 

imaginary line, is termed as the 'external cordon'. The area that 

largely determines the travel pattern within the external cordon 

line is subdivided into zones. These zones are variety in order 

to promote data collection for transport planning processes. 

The sub-division into zones further helps to connect the 

sources and destinations of travel geographically. Zones 

within the study area are referred to as internal zones while 

those outside the study area are referred to as external zones 

[11]. In this study, 22 zones are the total number of Traffic 

Analysis Zones (TAZ). Figure 1 provides descriptions of these 

zones. 

  

 
 

Figure 1. Nasiriyah city zones 

 

 

3. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

 

Onset, two trip distribution matrices should be recognized. 

The first is observed distribution. This is the real number of 

outings that are observed for every starting point zone and 

every destination zone. The observed distribution is 

determined by essentially specifying the number of trips of 

every attraction cause. This is once in a while called a trips 

connection (or trips pair). The second is generally called the 

modeled distribution. In this case is used for approximately 

analytical distribution. Trips originating in each origin zone 

are situated in destination areas, usually based on being 

directly proportional to attractions and inversely proportional 

to costs (or impedance). 

Furthermore, two model have been used in metropolitan 

region to achieve the best result for an acceptable assessment. 

First, is the Gravity model. This model gets its name from the 

way that it is adroitly founded on Newton's Law of attractive 

energy, which express that power of fascination between two 

bodies is straightforwardly relative to the result of the majority 

of the two bodies and conversely corresponding to the square 

of the separation between them. Eq. (1) is utilized for the 

estimation of the Gravity model [4, 11]. The other model is a 

Fratar's method [9, 12] used Eq. (2). 

 

𝑇ĳ = 𝛼 𝑂𝑖 𝐷𝑗 ƒ(𝑑ĳ) (1) 

 

where, Tij is trips produced in Zone i and attracted to zone j, 

Oi, Dj is the total trip ends produced at i and attracted at j, 

ƒ(𝑑ĳ) 𝑖𝑠 the generalized function of distance between any pair 

of zones i and j and 𝛼 is the proportionality factor " Unique 

form of this travel distance function" that will be used 

throughout this paper is given as follows: 
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f(dij)= C/ti-jn 
 

where: 

C: Calibration factor for the friction factor, i = origin zone, 

j = destination zone, n = number of zone i = origin zone j = 

destination zone n = number of zone. 

For the second model can be represented in the following 

functional form  
 

𝑇𝑖 − 𝑗 = 𝐿𝑖 − 𝑗 ×
𝑃𝑖

𝑝𝑖
×

𝐴𝑗

𝑎𝑗
×

∑ 𝑡𝑖 − 𝑗𝑛
𝑗=1  

∑
𝐴𝑗
𝑎𝑗

𝑛

𝑗=1
× 𝑡𝑖 − 𝑗

 
(2) 

 

where, Ti-j is the summation of future trip production between 

i and j, ti-j is the current trip production, Pi is the summation 

of trip production prediction, pi is the current trip production 

from zone I, Aj is the summation of future trip attraction to 

zone j and aj is the current trip attraction to zone j. 

 

3.1 The input of model 

 

Develop a model of distribution needs many estimations. 

Firstly, estimate trip generation by Households. Secondly 

calculate the parameters which required in the model building 

for trip distribution stage by Gravity model such as (Ki, Lj, 

Impedance function, m and x). As well as estimation the 

summation of future trips production and attraction Fratar's 

method. Generally, the data source for all estimation above 

consists of details of the person travels survey conducted by 

home interview of Nasiriyah city for the year 2018. The 

statistical accepted sample size was the minimum sample size 

needed for conducting the household survey is [10]: 
 

Sample Size = (1/70) * 58013 = 1214 households. 
 

3.2 Calculating the variables of the model 
 

Trip Generation by Households (H.H): The trips generated 

by households are classified as Home-Based (HB) and Non-

Home-Based (NHB). Home-based trips have one end, either 

origin or destination, located at the home zone of the trip 

maker. If both ends of a trip are located in zones where the trip 

maker does not live, it is considered as a non-home-based trip 

[13]. For modelling, the study adopted the HB trips which had 

been categorized as four purposes which are: Home Based 

Work (HBW), Home Based education (HBE), Home Based 

Shopping (HBSH) and Home Based Other (HBO), which gave 

a satisfying data can adopt at model development. The Non-

Home Based (NHB) had been excluded because the number of 

forms of their that obtained from Home Interview Survey 

(HIS) was too few and it cannot represent the individual 

movement. Thus, "Category Analysis" [9, 14] had been used 

to obtain trip rate by splitting the household at each traffic zone 

for categories according to the average person per household. 

Two curves had been developed. One, reveals the relation 

between the rate of household size and proportion of 

population. While, the other, reveals the relation between the 

rate of trips /trip purpose and household size as shown in 

Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively. The rate of the household 

is extracted from dropping the value of H.H size for zone on a 

curves in Figure 2 to obtain the rate of H.H/ H.H size as 

illustrated in Figure 4 

Sequentially, Figure 3 shows the relationship between the 

rate of trips/trip destination and the size of the household; the 

analysis will extrapolate the average trip rate according to trip 

purpose as Figure 5. 

 
 

Figure 2. Relation between the rate of household size and 

proportion of a person 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Relation between the rate of trips /trip purpose and 

household size 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Rate of H.H/ H.H size 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Average trip rate according to trip purpose 

 

The trip production in any zone depending on H.H and 

average trip rate. For estimation rate of household trip 

production, it’s multiplying the average household trip rate 
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according to the purpose for each household size by its 

percentage in Figure 3 then have been multiply by the total 

number of the household at each zone. Thus bellow the 

estimating of trip production for zone No.1. 

Average H.B.W 

rate=0.6×0.08+1.4×0.19+1.8×0.21+2.3×0.45=1.7 

Since the No. of (HBW) trip for zone 1 = 1.7× (No. of H.H 

for zone 1 = 948[10])=1.7×948 = 1612 trip  

The same procedure has been applied for estimating all trips 

purpose for all city as shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Trips Production by purpose at all zones for the base year 

 
Zone No. 

Trip 

 purpose 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 sum 

HBW 1612 3752 3457 23823 34149 42037 86150 89378 95029 56050 47127 56061 93166 62281 19819 34196 48144 25199 75071 21143 33417 3752 95295 

HBE 796 1581 576 513 759 1311 1632 1929 1470 1638 1242 1272 1389 1377 729 735 957 1125 237 939 858 951 23574 

HBSH 588 273 237 576 474 744 519 552 1629 399 264 381 438 723 453 309 681 624 267 312 537 291 10884 

HBO 408 243 237 279 309 603 261 231 327 156 186 318 513 399 252 189 339 534 135 309 321 291 6528 

SUM 3404 3039 1479 2139 2373 3546 3711 4596 5439 3120 2643 3180 3654 3585 2514 2370 3120 3288 1029 2403 2679 2643 63735 

 

Table 2. Rate of trip attraction/purpose 

 
Trip purpose HBW HBED HBO NHB SUM 

Rate / total trips 42% 37.2% 14.8% 6% 100% 

 

Table 3. Trip Attraction for 2020 

 

Trip Attraction 
Zone No 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 Sum 

Attraction 19412 8398 7046 3758 21479 5396 2359 2454 2930 1066 822 5396 4205 3513 11019 1846 1263 716 2096 2321 2995 4459 114949 

HBW 42% 8153 3527 2959 1578 9021 2266 991 1031 1231 448 345 2266 1766 1475 4628 775 530 300 880 975 1258 1873 8153 
HBED 37.2% 7221 3124 2621 1398 7990 2007 878 913 1090 397 306 2007 1564 1307 4099 687 470 266 780 863 1114 1659 42761 

HBSH 14.8% 2873 1243 1043 556 3179 799 349 363 434 158 122 799 622 520 1631 273 187 106 310 344 443 660 17012 

HBO 6% 1165 504 423 225 1289 324 142 147 176 64 49 324 252 211 661 111 76 43 126 139 180 268 6897 

 

Otherwise, trip attraction, it is a typical practice to utilize 

total models as linear regression conditions [15] for trip 

attractions. The dependent variable for these total models is 

trip attraction. While, the independent variables and according 

to Figure 5, the trip work had been got the largest use, therefor 

the study adopted just the employment variable for the 

building attraction model which represent zonal total values. 

But it is recommended to expand the model attraction by 

adopting other variables (e.g. educational and recreation) for 

reaching more accuracy outcomes. Thus, the study reached for 

relation at Eq. (3) below: 

 

𝐴𝑗 = 1.689𝐸𝑗 + 586 (3) 

 

where, Aj is the trip attraction for zone j and Ej is the zonal 

employment j. 

The correlation coefficient of the model achieved 80%, and 

the rate of trip per No. of trips purpose it's going to excreted 

results as shown in Table 2. 

The rate above at Table 2 will be duplicated for all zones to 

obtain the trip attraction within the city for the base year. Table 

3 reveals the estimation of a trip attraction of Nassiriyah  city 

for the base year of 2020. 

The number of the trips generated between all of the zones 

of origin i and all of the zones of destination j should be equal 

to the total end of trip generated in the zone of origin for any 

destination zone, similar declarations can be mad. These are 

recognized as the constraints on flow conservation are given 

as follows: 

 

∑ 𝑇ĳ = 𝑂𝑖

𝑛

𝑗=1

 (4) 

∑ 𝑇ĳ = 𝐷𝑗

𝑛

𝑖=1

 (5) 

 

Based on Eq. (1) will be obtained: 

 

∑( Ki Lj . Oi. Dj ƒ(dĳ)) = 𝑂𝑖

𝑛

𝑗=1

 (6) 

 

∑( Ki Lj . Oi. Dj ƒ(dĳ)) = 𝐷𝑗

𝑛

𝑖=1

 (7) 

 

By arranging the equations above obtained the following 

equations: 
 

𝐿𝑗 𝐷𝑗 ∑( Ki . Oi ƒ(dĳ)) = 𝐷𝑗

𝑛

𝑗=1

 (8) 

 

𝐾𝑖 𝑂𝑖 ∑( Lj . Dj ƒ(dĳ)) = 𝑂𝑖

𝑛

𝑗=1

 (9) 

 

Finally, the study is reaching to two equations as bellow: 

 

 Ki =
1

∑ ( Lj .Dj ƒ(dĳ))𝑛
𝑗=1

 (10) 

 

Lj =
1

∑ ( Ki. Oi ƒ(dĳ))𝑛
𝑖=1

 (11) 

 

Another step, the impedance function takes different 

formulas of functions [13], so for investigate the study very 
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important step is calculating Impedance function. As the 

literature, the impedance function takes different formulas of 

functions [13], so for investigate the study distance had been 

using the following Equation as an impedance function. The 

impedance function takes different formulas of functions [13], 

so for investigate the study distance had been using the 

following Equation as an impedance function. 

 

𝑓(𝑑𝑖𝑗) = (𝑑𝑖 − 𝑗)𝑚 × 𝑒−𝑥∙𝑑𝑖𝑗  (12) 

 

where: 

di-j = distance between zone i and j, x, m = constant 

The matrix of distance had been estimated depending on a 

plan of the Nassiriyah city on scale (1: 100000). At this stage, 

program used to distribute the trips on zones inside and at 

outside of the city, upon on Gravity Model and for calculating 

all variables which show in steps (a,  b and c). While the 

constant (x, m) found by two stages, one supposes limit values 

for (m, x) as illustrate in bellow formula: 

 

𝑓(𝑑𝑖 − 𝑗) = 𝑑𝑖 − 𝑗1.6  × 𝑒−0.78 𝑑𝑖−𝑗 (13) 

 

By substituting the value of (d) from the distance matrix to 

find the constant (Ki, Lj) so suppose K1=1 and using Eq. (11) 

will obtain a value of the parameter of Lj. Then entering this 

value in Equation 10 for reaches to a new value of Ki. Thus, 

the iterative process continues until the values of Ki Thus, the 

iterative process continues until the values of Ki, Lj converge 

of the next iterative process, thus obtaining the values of (Ki, 

Lj), at last going to calculate trip distribution matrix (Ti-j) and 

compare it with the observed trip matrix for a base year that's 

lead to estimate the ratio of error as follows: 

 

R. Error =  ƩiƩj 
Ti − j. Tˆ i − j

Ti − j
 (14) 

 

where, Tˆ i − j  is the calculating value and Ti − j  is the 

observed value.  

At comparative the ratio of error in the formula above with 

the opposite values that lead to determining the need to change 

the constant value (m, x) at impedance function. The value of 

m and x at range (1.8-2.5) and (0.5-0.75) respectively, these 

steps represent the second stage in the correction. The 

dependability of model investigation at estimates the constant 

value in the model as (Ki, Lj, m, x) according to permitted data 

for the base year. When comparing with observation value, can 

select the model for future prediction.  

At Stage 2, The study used Fratar’s method for distributing 

the trips. It is one of Growth factored methods, the advantage 

of this method, its take all growth factors for different areas at 

distribution trips. The study used the Eq. (2) as mention earlier 

in section 3. The model involved many periods to reach for a 

matrix, which the different at its been convergence in value of 

trips that attracted to all zones at the base year with the value 

of trip attraction at the target year. The growth factor has been 

determining as greater than 1 and less than 1.2.  

The outcomes of trip distribution models are usually 

calibrated by contrast between O-D trips observed verses O-D 

trips modelled so, the findings indicate that in most volume 

groups up to 4000 trips with the gravity model, the Fratar 

system forecasts compare best with the O-D assignments as 

illustrated in Figure 6.  

Figure 6 shows a linear relationship. It is showing the slopes 

and R2 for each model. Thus, it shows that Frater's method 

was accurate for the base year of the study area according to 

the value of the coefficient of determination was 0.977, it is 

representing a high value to explain the strength between the 

observed and modelled trips. While the Gravity model among 

the zones did not give accurate results here the coefficient of 

determination was 0.2012. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Calibration of models 

 

 

4. STATSTICAL ANALYSIS FOR EVALUATION TRIP 

DISTRBUTION MODELS  

 

As mention in section 3. The outcomes of trip distribution 

models are usually calculated by the contrast between 

modelled O-D trips and observed ones. More precisely, this 

paper will analyze the effects of the calibrated models using 

three parameters, as follows [16]: 

1- The root means square error percentage (RMSE 

percentage), a metric for the average of individual O-D 

pairs, can be determined as follows: 

 

%RMSE =
RMSE

t −
 × 100 (15) 

 

where, RMSE =  √
∑ 𝑡𝑖𝑗−𝑇𝑖𝑗𝑖𝑗

𝑋
, t −  =

∑ (𝑡𝑖𝑗)𝑖𝑗

𝑋
, tij is observed 

trips between zone i and zone j, Tij is estimated trips between 

zone i and zone j and X is number of observed non-zero O-D 

pairs. 

2- Percentage of mean absolute change per trip 

(%MADPT) that can be calculated as follow: 

 

%MADPT =
∑ |𝑡𝑖𝑗 + 𝑇𝑖𝑗|𝑖𝑗

∑ 𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑖𝑗

× 100 (16) 

 

3- Mean absolute change per cell (MADPC) that can be 

calculated as follows: 

 

%𝑀𝐴𝐷𝑃𝐶 =  
∑ |𝑡𝑖𝑗 + 𝑇𝑖𝑗|𝑖𝑗

𝑛
× 100 (17) 

 

So, the three parameters above gave the result as a Table 4 

bellow:  

 

Table 4. Statically result of Fratar and Gravity mode 

 

Model 
Parameters 

RMSE% MADPT % MADPC% 

Gravity 276 69 155 

Fratar 161 24 70 
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Table 5. Modelled trip matrix for the base year 2020 

 
Zone No Destination  

Origin 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 sum 

1 846 134 134 150 22 20 76 57 547 113 143 466 39 20 47 18 33 320 655 31 326 480 4607 

2 688 90 90 69 26 14 31 59 300 37 128 111 141 25 95 46 31 276 446 46 220 479 3458 

3 1275 86 86 64 31 21 33 72 235 43 131 96 24 29 44 417 59 131 589 224 1506 443 5638 

4 1600 131 131 74 55 39 34 56 1015 46 300 70 17 17 39 85 77 280 2248 2900 667 1004 10814 

5 1729 128 128 173 29 24 31 46 317 33 187 224 9 11 20 207 20 373 726 243 1357 261 6200 

6 1636 85 85 147 24 13 38 96 781 57 122 113 16 9 27 278 43 1470 1338 72 131 410 7077 

7 2185 87 87 70 21 16 29 57 967 68 56 345 22 27 33 100 1431 78 1140 52 85 672 7610 

8 261 86 86 44 26 9 20 17 130 122 60 134 21 20 20 497 564 68 740 40 39 98 3101 

9 559 56 56 52 31 11 25 29 503 65 68 91 31 74 1654 143 59 113 744 20 329 512 5160 

10 261 38 38 29 16 13 16 17 134 115 24 72 43 711 56 60 18 44 540 26 55 122 2405 

11 131 64 64 48 26 11 18 35 116 116 29 121 367 43 30 135 26 59 261 24 40 74 1773 

12 1307 147 147 117 12 17 27 59 837 141 81 1654 16 17 46 102 27 108 880 60 173 421 6306 

13 649 116 116 85 27 22 34 53 1129 86 419 134 13 29 99 143 38 450 774 261 306 742 5656 

14 3697 89 89 60 47 11 22 35 663 246 43 341 21 30 57 134 44 74 726 56 74 930 7474 

15 2468 113 113 37 22 21 42 59 2731 122 73 61 9 8 31 46 20 146 531 30 555 551 7829 

16 728 83 83 89 29 17 64 982 190 99 42 55 21 35 29 69 47 186 551 16 254 215 3873 

17 576 40 40 26 25 29 507 46 134 147 103 100 14 24 30 74 31 42 711 46 172 325 3261 

18 169 26 26 31 39 447 21 24 118 60 24 57 7 7 27 42 24 37 76 20 94 76 1420 

19 456 43 43 57 2341 26 40 43 313 137 68 86 11 13 18 59 21 56 442 47 115 245 4661 

20 55 17 17 885 14 13 13 30 94 27 24 42 8 7 4 5 8 56 57 39 21 39 1451 

21 516 2152 2152 46 56 26 70 61 453 363 98 276 11 16 35 65 29 85 563 5 55 170 4044 

22 1097 113 113 37 57 33 43 60 450 161 61 204 22 26 29 99 42 221 840 42 245 332 3463 

sum 22862 3894 3894 2360 2947 822 1204 1962 12130 2373 2252 4822 852 1166 2440 2794 2661 4642 15547 6787 326 8545 107282 

 
 

Figure 7. Statical result for Fratar and Gravity model 

 

Table 4 shows the values for the various model formulations 

of the above-mentioned error measures. The graphical 

presentation of these outcomes is shown in Figure 7. It can be 

noticed that the best trip distribution model is the Fratar, based 

on Table 4 and Figure 7. With a significant relative variance, 

the Fratar Approach showed the lowest values of the three 

error steps. The percent RMSE of gravity forms improved by 

Fratar by about 39 percent with respect to the percent MADPT 

value, the improvement was about 61 compared to the gravity 

model. 

Accordingly, a trip distribution matrix was built based on 

the results of the Fratar method, as shown in Table 5. 

 

 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

(1) First of all, the process of data collection and survey 

conducting for each zone needs a long time and cost with large 

stresses. Hence it must be planned before starting, as well as 

it’s required an institution work. Data that obtained wasn't an 

accuracy but, it gave acceptable information. 

(2) To outline the main point of modelling trip distribution, 

it is depending on building trip generation model which 

represent a firstly studying that had been conducted in all 

Nasiriyah city take on the household characteristics. The 

model of attraction that used in modelling had been 

represented by the relationship between the number of trips 

and number of employees (Ej) at the same zone represented by 

Eq. (3). The model is a simplified the purpose of study, as well 

as it gives a good result. But recommend to inter other 

variables for this equation such as educational and recreation. 

The model attraction can use for redistribution of employment 

on the zones of the city for secure balance between zones to 

reduce traffic volume on the Central Business District network 

(CBD).  

(3) For the modelling trip distribution, Model of Fratar 

proved its possibility of using it in forecasting for Al Nasiriyah 

city, because this method is successfully used for a 

homogenous growth areas. As well as in updating the data of 

the survey of the origin and destination of trips that collected 

recently, although this method does not care for rapid growth 

patterns. The Fratar's method has been used, it gave 

satisfactory results. 

(4) Gravity model did not investigate a real result because 

Nassiriyah city is a medium-sized so as the city is not 

experiencing rapid changes, as well as the distances between 

its sectors, do not constitute an obstacle for any trip. 

(5) For the gravity model, the best calibrated friction factor 

functions are as follows: 

 

𝑓(𝑑𝑖 − 𝑗) = 𝑑𝑖 − 𝑗1.6  × 𝑒−0.78 𝑑𝑖−𝑗 

 

(6) The developing Matrix of trip distribution can be 

adopted for enhancing transportation network.  

Finally, the study recommended:  

(1) Adopt future academic studies interested with trip 

distribution according to its purpose take into the model split 

and traffic assignment to suggest the alternative for a quote 

strategy of the transportation system. 

(2) The issue of outing conveyance is non-direct nature 

therefore the study recommends to use Neural Networks (NN) 

is appropriate for tending to the non-direct issues. 
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Performance Evaluation of Fiber and Silica fume on Pervious Concrete
Pavements Containing Waste Recycled Concrete Aggregate

Haider A Ibrahim*, Mohammed B Mahdi, Basim J Abbas
Civil Engineering Department, Al-Muthanna University, Samawa, Iraq

ABSTRACT
Pervious concrete as a paving material rehabilitate on a new interest due to its efficiency to permit water to
drainage over itself to flow groundwater and reducing storm water runoff. The employment of Recycled Coarse
Aggregates (RCA) from site of construction and destruction wastes to product green concrete as a sustainable
solve with varied environmental interests. Three different series (A, B, and C) of pervious concrete were used in
this work, every series consisting of four mixtures, The (series A) mixtures with RCA replacement were 25%, 50%,
75% and 100% by weight of Natural Coarse Aggregate (NA), and (series B) mixtures using the same replacement
ratios of RCA in addition of (silica fume SF) of 2.5%, 5%, 10%, and 12% by weight of cement to strengthen the
cement past of pervious concrete. Finally, the (series C) mixtures were included the similar ratios of RCA and SF in
addition to glass fibers of volume fraction 0.05%, 0.1%, 0.15%, and 0.2%. The properties of RCA pervious concrete
investigated from density, hydraulic conductivity coefficient, porosity, and strength indices were compressive,
flexural, and splitting tensile strengths. The test results shows that the use of RCA slightly affect hydraulic
conductivity and nugatory effect on compressive, tensile, and flexural strengths where the use of silica fume and
glass fibres more strong effect on the hydraulic conductivity and positive effect on pervious concrete flexural,
splitting tensile strengths.
Keywords: Pervious concrete pavements; Recycled concrete aggregates; Silica fume; Glass fibers; Hydraulic
conductivity

INTRODUCTION

Each year for several reasons amounts of site and demolition
wastes created the removal of these wastes is a hard
environmental and public problem. Therefore, construction
recycling and wastes of demolition for use as aggregates to
manufacture new concrete can minimize the trouble of storage
of waste and keep natural aggregate needed of resources [1].
Most classic Pavements surfaces prevent water from go to the
subsoil under them. These impervious surfaces excess runoff,
leads to flooding, pervious concrete pavement is the only
means to gain environmental utilities. By blockade rainwater
and permitting it to flow into the ground, also is tactical in
reloading groundwater, reducing storm water runoff and
considered a special type of porous concrete. Porous concrete
can be classified into two types: one in which the voids is

present in the aggregate component of the mixture RCA, and
one in which porosity is introduced in the no aggregate
component of the mixture previous concrete [2]. Pervious
concrete also indicated to as absorbent concrete or permeable
concrete is an unusual concrete has linked pores ranging in size
from 2 to 8 mm and void contents from 18% to 35%. The
cement paste envelope layer of pervious concrete is very thin.
Thus, the strength of pervious concrete depends primarily on
the strength of thin binder paste that its compressive strength
is relatively low ranging from 2.8 to 28.0 MPa. Pervious
concrete owns a bulk unit weight in extent between 1600
kg/m3 and 2000 kg/m3, and flexural strength generally ranges
between about 1 MPa and 3.8 MPa [3]. It is different from
normal concrete in a way that it includes very less or no
amount of fine aggregate with comparatively rise porosity and
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high water permeability. Pervious concrete is used for a
number of civil engineering and architectural applications such
as in park areas, areas with light traffic, pedestrian walkways
and tennis courts [4]. The interconnected voids of pervious
concrete allow water to pass through and thus it can be used
to reduce storm water runoff rate and in other employments
like water purification, acoustic sucking the pervious concrete
pavement be able to intake the vehicle noise, which to
become quiet and comfortable environment. In rainy days, the
pervious concrete pavement has no plash on the surface and
does not luminosity at night. This improves the rest and safety
of drivers [5]. As hydraulic structures but head for to reduce
compressive strength too much less than normal concrete due
to its high porosity and lack of fine aggregates, several studies
have been carried out on mechanical properties of pervious
concrete using Recycled Concrete Aggregate (RCA) by 0, 10,
20, 30, 50, and 100% were changed with coarse natural
aggregates, results indicate that up to 50% substitution of
course aggregate can be used in pervious concrete without
compromising strength and hydraulic conductivity
significantly . Mechanical properties of pervious concrete
decreases and permeability increases with the increase in
percentage of recycled aggregates [7]. The changes in mix
composition with fiber, w/c ratio of 0.33, and supplementary
cementitious additives like silica fume ash can easily are used
in order to increase the mechanical properties of pervious
concrete [8].

Rizvi et al. [9] studied the effects of different percentages of
RCA content on void ratio, compressive strength, and
permeability in pervious concrete. Increasing RCA content led
to a decrease in compressive strength, an increase in
permeability, and an increase in void ratio. Decreases in
compressive strength were attributed to RCA being weaker
than conventional 36 aggregates. Increases in permeability
and void ratio were due to RCA being more angular than the
virgin aggregate. This study showed pervious concrete with
15% RCA had compressive strength, permeability, and void
content similar to that of the control mix. The authors
recommended further research should be conducted to
determine the effects of using different sources of RCA in
pervious concrete.

MATERIALS

Portland cement type 1 conforming to ASTM C 150 [10].
Superplasticizer (SP) Type F [11] is used because of low water-
cementitious ratios specified for pervious concrete. Recycled
Concrete Aggregate (RCA) was the material used in this work
according to ACI 555-01[12] was collected from a demolition
site. The appearances are shown in Figure 1. RCA was crushed
and sieved to obtain 4.75-9.50 mm particles for use as
recycled coarse aggregates. Natural limestone Aggregate (NA),
and RCA meets requirements specified by ASTM C33 [13].
Their properties are shown in Table 1. The low density, high
water absorption and high Los Angeles abrasion loss of the
recycled aggregate were due to the high porosity of adhered
cement mortar on the recycled aggregate as indicated by
previous researchers [14]. Silica Fume (SF) with 93.3% SiO2

content, 25000 m2/kg surface area, and 2.2 specific gravity

was used in this study to boost pervious concrete properties,
the chemical analysis of SF is shown in Table 1. Glass fiber with
2.63 (gr/cm3) Specific gravity, 12 mm length and 0.1 mm
diameter used as added material to concrete.

Table 1: The physical properties of NA and RCA.

Properties NA RCA Specification

Dry- density (Kg/m3) 1435 1350 ASTM C29 [15]

Fineness of modulus 5.88 5.98 ASTM 136 [16]

Specific gravity 2.69 2.57 ASTMC127 [17]

Absorption (%) 0.45 4.57 ASTM C127 [18]

Abrasion loss Angeles (%) 28.3 44.2 ASTM C127 [19]

Table 2: The chemical composition of Portland cement and silica
fume.

Material Chemical composition

 SiO2 Al2O3 CaO MgO Fe2O3 SO3

Cement 22.6 5.6 62.7 1.7 4.3 2.5

Silica fumes 93.3 0.73 0.85 1.21 0.49 1.02

Figure 1: RCA and Glass fibers.

METHODOLOGY AND MIX PROPORTION

Hydraulic conductivity and porosity

The significant key characteristics of pervious concrete are its
hydraulic conductivity. It was measured using the constant
head method in accordance to ASTM D-2434-68 [19]. Figure 2
shows the device used to define the pervious concrete
permeation used to inspect the permeation of cylindrical
samples of (100 × 200) mm. To keep from the leakage of water
between model and test device, the cylindrical sample was
covered with a rubber tube and tightened by circular clamps.
Water was permitted into the specimen to obtain a steady-
state flow. The hydraulic conductivity of pervious concrete
was computed by using Eq. (1)

Hydraulic Conductivity Coefficient, (cm/s), k=Ql/Hat (1)

Ibrahim HA*,  et al.
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Where Q is quantity of water (mm3), L is length of pervious
concrete specimen (150 mm), H is water head (200 mm), A is
the cross-sectional area of sample, and, t is time taken for the
water head to flow through the specimen (s).

ASTM C1754 [20], was followed to calculate the density and
the porosity of pervious concrete, porosity of pervious
concrete; It is a ratio of the volume of voids, to all volume of
cement paste and aggregate cylinders, (method A) at 28 days
of age was used, by taking the difference in weights of an
oven-dried (100 mm × 200 mm) cylindrical specimens, the test
was performed at three samples for each mix design.

Figure 2: Constructed a device for a hydraulic conductivity test.

Concrete testing

Pervious concrete samples set in general, according to ASTM
C192-02 [21]. For each mix, three (150 mm) standard cubic

steel molds used for casting specimens and for Compression
strength in (28) days in agreement with ASTM C39-98 [22], the
splitting tensile strength used three molds of (100 200) mm
cylindrical concrete samples measured conformity to the
ASTM C 496M-04 two (100 × 100 × 400 mm) prisms for
flexural strength at (28) day, correspond with ASTM C78-02
[23,24]. Moreover, in order to calculate the hydraulic
conductivity coefficient and porosity, three (100 × 200) mm
cylindrical specimens casts. The samples cast in three layers by
Rodding 25 times by applying a vibration for (10) seconds.
After mixing, the specimens disposed of the molds and
maintained in the water until they will arrive the test age of
(28) days when they are ready to do the experimental tests.

Figure 3: Density for series A.

Table 3: Mix proportions for all mixes.

Mix Design
Cement
Content
Kg/m3

Water

(Kg/m3)

 

Coarse Aggregates
(Kgm3)

Glass

Fiber%
Silica Fume% S.P.% of

Cement

NA RCA

NC-0 370 98 1400 0 0 0 0

Series A

RC25%-( R1) 370 98 1050 350 0 0 1.83

RC50%-(R2) 370 98 700 700 0 0 2.34

RC75%-(R3) 370 98 350 1050 0 0 2.6

RC100% -(R4) 370 98 0 1400 0 0 2.9

Series B

RC25%-S 2.5%-(RS1) 360.75 98 1050 350 0 2.5 2.76

RC50%-S 5%-(RS2) 351.5 98 700 700 0 5 3.14

RC75%-S10%-(RS3) 333 98 350 1050 0 10 3.37

RC100%-S12%-(RS4) 325.6 98 0 1400 0 12 3.52

Series C

Int J Adv Technol, Vol.10 Iss.2 No:230 3
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RC25-GL0.5%- S 2.5%
(RGS1) 360.75 98 1050 350 0.5 2.5 3.32

RC50-GL0.1%-S 5%
(RGS2) 351.5 98 700 700 0.1 5 3.65

RC75-GL0.15%-S10%-
(RGS3) 333 98 350 1050 0.15 10 3.85

RC100 -GL0.2%-S12%
(RGS4) 325.6 98 0 1400 0.2 12 4.23

Figure 4: Porosity for series A.

Mix proportions

The pervious concrete proportioning mixture with RCA is
different compared to normal concrete. The density of RCA is
usually lower and higher more absorbent of water compared
to natural aggregate due to the cement paste has a high
attraction to water [24]. This absorption capacity of the
cement paste is one of the most significant differences in
properties and which distinguishes RCA from natural
aggregate, execution of concrete with RCA depends on the
water-cement (w/c) ratio of the genuine concrete and the w/c
ratio of the recently created concrete, it's designed to allow
the discharge of water through its surface. The first stride in
proportion the mixture is to define the aggregate void ratio,
correspondence with ASTM C29 [14], the aggregate specific
gravity. The void content of aggregate that will be used in a
previous concrete mixture variable and depend on the
grading. The reference mixture is made by ACI 211.3-02 [25],
and the target void content range of the pervious concrete
mixture should be specified The control pervious concrete
(NC) consisted of (370 kg) of Portland cement, 98 kg of water,
and (1450 kg) of NA for 1 m3 of concrete with three series A,
B, and C, each series consist of four mixes.

In series A the NA was replaced with RCA at the levels of 0%,
25%, 50%, 75%, and100% by weight of coarse aggregate for
(R1, R2, R3, and R4), but series B the silica fume replacement
with cement at (2.5%, 5%, 10%, and 12%) for the same
percentages of the RCA were replaced with NA. Series C was
containing glass fibers at (0.5%, 0.1%, 0.15%, and 0.2%) with
the same present of RCA and silica fume, Table 3 gives the
summary of pervious concrete mix proportions, for all
mixtures the aggregates were used in saturated surface dry
casings S.S.D. Specific surface area of S.F is greater than the
cement, therefore the concrete performance is reduced

fundamentally and more water is needed to fix it, because the
concrete Performance should not be changed; the amount of
superplasticizer is increased.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effect of RCA replacement level (series A)

Density and porosity: The effect of employing recycled
concrete aggregate as a coarse aggregate replacement on
density is declared in Figure 3, it is obvious that the use of
recycled concrete aggregate slightly decreases density in
general, the use of recycled concrete aggregate decreases the
density of pervious concrete. This manner may be due to the
higher voids ratio of recycled aggregate. For example, in
(series A), the reduction in hardened density of pervious
concrete at 100% recycled aggregate replacement level is 1.8%
compared with that of control mix. From the test results, the
reduction in concrete density as a result of the increasing of
recycled concrete aggregate is 0.5%, 0.8%, 1.1% for 25%, 50%,
75% recycled concrete aggregate replacement level,
respectively. The density values of pervious concrete
correspond with the submitted values by ACI 522 [3], which
summed up in Table 4.

Figure 4 shows the effectiveness of recycled aggregate
replacement level on porosity. From this figure, the utilizing of
RCA increases the porosity which demonstrates the reduction
in pervious concrete density like the results of using recycled
aggregate concrete. The increase in concrete porosity ratio for
(R1, R2, R3, and R4) mixtures are 4.3%, 10.4%, 14.3%, and 18.3
for 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% replacement level compared
with that of control mix. The increase of porosity because of
the lower workability of pervious concrete with RCA due to
more angular shape of recycled aggregate compared with that
of natural aggregate [5]. The results of porosity agree with
those suggested by ACI 522R [3].

Hydraulic conductivity: Figure 5 debates the effect of RCA
replacement grades on pervious concrete. From the test
results, the rising of recycled aggregate content increases
hydraulic conductivity the slightly increase percentage in
pervious concrete water permeability made with (series A) is
0.5%, 9.1%, 10.9%, and 13.6% for 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%
recycled concrete aggregate replacement levels, respectively.
In addition, it is renowned that the achieved values of
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Hydraulic Conductivity are remaining in the ideal ranges given
in Table 4.

Figure 5: Hydraulic conductivity coefficient for series A with RCA
replacement.

Figure 6: Compression strength with RCA replacement percent for
series A at (28) day.

Compressive strength: The effect of RCA replacement levels
on pervious concrete compressive strength is illustrative in
Figure 6; it is obvious that the use of RCA has an important
effect on compressive strength where the excess of RCA
content reduces the resulting concrete compressive strength.
This inefficient influence may be due to the higher porosity in
concrete with RCA and due to the poor bonding between RCA
and cement paste [26]. In addition, the bad transition zone
properties between recycled aggregate and cement paste may
cause this negative effect [27]. The reduction in 28 days
concrete compressive strength is 6%, 10%, 14.8% and 25% for
25%, 50%, 75% and 100% recycled aggregate levels,
respectively compared with that of control mix. Finally, it is
important to mention that although the using of recycled
aggregate adversely affected the compressive strength of
pervious concrete the achieved results stay fulfil the proposed
typical ranges by ACI 522 [3].

Flexural and splitting tensile strength: Figure 7 shows the
effect of RCA replacement levels on pervious concrete flexural
strength. From this Figure, the increase of replacement levels
of the recycled aggregate reduces the pervious concrete
flexural strength. The range of decrease in flexural strength as
the results of using recycled aggregate from 25% to 100%
replacement levels is 10.8% to 41%, respectively. This
behavior is the same for splitting tensile strength as shown in
Figure 7 and Table 4. The negative effect of using recycled
aggregate may be assigned to the bad properties of transition

zone in case of RCA. The transition zone greatly affects the
concrete tensile strength [28].

Figure 7: Flexural and splitting tensile strengths with RCA
replacement percent for series A and B at (28) day.

Figure 8: Porosity for series B with silica fume ratios.

Addition of silica Fume to RCA pervious concrete (Series
B)

Density and porosity of pervious concrete: In Table 4, it can
be seen that by incorporating SF with the same replacement
level of RCA, for series A, and B, the increase of silica fume
content to series B mixes increase density of pervious
concrete as shown in Figure 8. As an example, the increase in
pervious concrete density is 2.7%, 4.6%, 8.7%, and 9.7% for
2.5%, 5%, 10% and 12% silica fume content, respectively in
comparison between series A and B mixes. The influence of
using silica fume on porosity of pervious concrete is shown in
Figure 9. From this figure, the increase in silica fume levels
decreases the resulting voids ratios. From the test results, the
decrease in hardened pervious concrete voids ratio in the
range from 11.3% to 23.5% from 2.5% to 12% silica fume. This
behavior may be due to the filling effect of silica fume in
addition to the good ability of compaction in the presence of
very fine silica fume [29].
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Figure 9: Porosity for series B with silica fume ratios.



Table 4: Results of all mixtures.

Mix Design

Bulk density Hydraulic Conductivity Porosity Comp. Strength

28-day

Flexural Strength

28-day

Tensile Strength

28-dayKg/m3 cm/s (%)

MPa MPa MPa

NC-0 1850 1.1 23 13.5 4.34 2.56

Series A       

RC25%-(R1) 1841 1.18 24 12.7 3.87 2.12

RC50%-(R2) 1835 1.2 25.4 12.2 3.5 1.98

RC75%-(R3) 1830 1.22 26.3 11.5 2.87 1.54

RC100%-(R4) 1817 1.25 27.2 10.1 2.56 1.33

Series B       

RC25%-S 2.5%-(RS1) 1890 1.12 21.3 14.87 3.93 2.18

RC50%-S 5%-(RS2) 1920 1.08 21 16.21 3.43 2.14

RC75%-S10%-(RS3) 1990 0.97 20.9 17.35 2.98 1.78

RC100%-S12%-(RS4) 1995 0.95 20.8 17.51 2.66 1.54

Series C       

RC25-GL0.5%- S 2.5%
(RGS1) 1887 0.9 21 14.99 4.76 3.32

RC50-GL0.1%-S 5%
(RGS2) 1916 0.89 21.9 14.32 7.54 4.23

RC75-GL0.15%-S10%-
RGS3) 1986 0.88 22.8 13.61 8.54 5.43

RC100 -GL0.2%-S12%
(RGS4) 1990 0.82 24 9.54 8.56 4.98

Hydraulic conductivity coefficient: The silica fumes influence
of series B on Hydraulic Conductivity is shown in Figure 10.
From the test results for concrete with the same replacement
of recycled aggregate, the increase of the silica fume
decreases pervious concrete hydraulic conductivity coefficient.

These results may be due to the improving of pervious
concrete density as the result of adding silica fume. The
decrease in pervious concrete porosity is 5.1%, 10%, 20.5%,
and 19.2% for RS1, RS2, RS3, and RS4 mixtures of 2.5%, 5%,
10% and 12% silica fume, respectively compared with series A.
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Figure 10: Hydraulic conductivity coefficient for series B with SF
ratios.



Compressive strength of pervious concrete: From this Figures
11 and 12, it can be found by comparing the series A and B the
influence of silica fume on pervious concrete compressive
strength, the use of silica fume enhances pervious concrete
compressive strength. This increase on 28 days compressive
strength for pervious concrete with the Similar RCA
replacement ratios and is 17.1%, 32.9%, 50.9% and 73.4% for
2.5%, 5%, 10%, and 12% silica fume, respectively. This
enhancement may be attributed to the improvement of
cement matrix because of filling effect and Pozzolanic reaction
of silica fume [30].

Figure 11: Compression strength with SF ratios for Series B at (28)
day.

Figure 12: Density for all series with RCA replacement ratio.

Flexural and splitting tensile strength: Figure 7 shows the
influence of silica fume on 28 days pervious concrete flexural
and splitting tensile strength. From this figure, it is clear that
the silica fume slightly improves pervious concrete flexural
and splitting tensile strength. This improvement may be
attributed to the enhancement of the cement matrix and
transition zone because of using very fine silica fume [31]. For
example for series B with recycled aggregate and silica fume,
the increase in pervious concrete 28 days splitting tensile
strength is 2.8%, 8.1%, 15.6%, and 15.7% for 2.5%, 5%, 10%

and 12% silica fume compared with series A. This increase in
splitting tensile strength enhances the tensile strength of
pervious concrete mix with 100% recycled aggregate to the
accepted limits given in Table 4.

Effect of glass fiber on the properties of RCA pervious
concrete (series C)

Hardened density and Porosity: The experimental results of
series C are shown in Figure 7. From the test results, the
increase of glass fiber volume fraction decreases hardened
pervious concrete density in the presence of silica fume
compared to results of series B without glass fibers. These
reductions are 0.1%, 0.21%, 0.2%, and 0.25% for hardened
density of pervious concrete with 0.05%, 0.1%,0.15, and 0.2%
glass fiber volume fraction, respectively compared with results
of series C, these decreases in density of pervious concrete
with glass fibers may be due to the lower density of glass
fibers and the increase of voids ratio due to the presence of
fiber [32].

Figure 13: Porosity for all series with RCA.

The values of hardened density of pervious concrete match
with the proposed values by ACI 522 [3]. The results of using
glass fibers are presented in Figure 13 for the porosity of
pervious concrete with SF at series C, it is clear that the
increase of glass fibers levels slightly increases the resulting
voids ratios. This is attributed to the absence of cohesion and
bad dispersion of fibers [33]. From the test results, the
increase in hardened pervious concrete porosity is 9% and
5.3% for 0.1% and 0.2% glass fiber volume fraction,
respectively compared with series B. This slight increase in
porosity decreases the density of pervious concrete with glass
fibers.

Hydraulic conductivity coefficient: The influence of glass
fibers volume fraction on Hydraulic Conductivity is given in
Figure 9 and Figure 14. From the test results and in
comperation between results of series B and C, the increase of
glass fiber volume fraction increases pervious concrete
hydraulic conductivity coefficient. These results may be due to
the increase of the voids ratio of pervious concrete with the
presence of glass fibers [34]. The increase in pervious concrete
permeability is 2% and 8.7% for 0.1% and 0.2% glass fiber
volume fraction, respectively compared with the control mix.
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Figure 14: Hydraulic conductivity coefficient for all series with RCA.



Figure 15: Compressive strength for all replacement ratios series
with RCA.

Compressive strength: The influence of glass fibers at series C
on compressive strength of pervious concrete is explained in
Figure 10. From the figure 15, the use of glass fiber slightly
decreases pervious concrete compressive strength the
reduction in pervious concrete 28 days compressive strength is
1.6% and 3.2% for 1.5% and 3% glass fibers content . This
behavior may be due to the lower modulus of elasticity of
glass fibers [4].

Figure 16: Tensile strength for all series with RCA.

Figure 17: Flexural strength for all series with RCA.

Flexural and splitting tensile strength: Figures 11 explains the
influence of glass fibers volume fraction on 28 days pervious
concrete flexural and splitting tensile strength, it is clear that
the glass fibers has improvement effect on pervious concrete
flexural and splitting tensile strengths where the increase of
glass fiber volume fraction enhances pervious concrete

flexural and splitting tensile strength [Figure 16 and Figure 17].
For example, the increase in pervious concrete 28 days
splitting tensile strength is 12.8% and 34.5% for 0.1% and 0.2%
glass fiber volume fraction. The positive effect of glass fibers
on pervious concrete tensile strength may be due to the
bridging mechanism of glass fibers which arresting the failure
propagation [35].

CONCLUSION
• The use of recycled concrete aggregate and glass fibers

slightly affect the permeability indices where the use of
silica fume yield more ingenuous effect on the hydraulic
conductivity indices

• Utilizing recycled concrete aggregate has a significant
negative effect on compressive strength but the achieved
results are still in the proposed typical ranges by ACI 522R

• Tensile strength test results of pervious concrete indicate
that the use of recycled aggregate has a significant negative
effect where the use of 25% and 100% recycled aggregate
generally produces splitting tensile strengths less that the
recommended.

• Addition of silica fume significantly promotes strength
indices of pervious concrete where it is recommended to
use 5% silica fume in case of using recycled aggregate in
pervious concrete production

• The use of glass fiber slightly decreases pervious concrete
compressive strength, and has a positive effect on pervious
concrete flexural, splitting tensile strength percentage. This
improvement enhances the tensile strength of pervious
concrete mix with 25% to 100% recycled aggregate to
achieve the accepted limits
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Abstract: Lane changing of traffic flow is a complicated and significant behavior for traffic safety on
the road. Frequent lane changing can cause serious traffic safety issues, particularly on a two-lane
road section of a freeway. This study aimed to analyze the effect of significant traffic parameters
for traffic safety on lane change frequency using the studied calibrated values for driving logic
“conscious” in VISSIM. Video-recorded traffic data were utilized to calibrate the model under specified
traffic conditions, and the relationship between observed variables were estimated using simulation
plots. The results revealed that changes in average desired speed and traffic volume had a positive
relationship with lane change frequency. In addition, lane change frequency was observed to be
higher when the speed distribution was set large. 3D surface plots were also developed to show
the integrated effect of specified traffic parameters on lane change frequency. Results showed that
high average desired speed and large desired speed distribution coupled with high traffic volume
increased the lane change frequency tremendously. The study also attempted to develop a regression
model to quantify the effect of the observed parameters on lane change frequency. The regression
model results showed that desired speed distribution had the highest effect on lane change frequency
compared to other traffic parameters. The findings of the current study highlight the most significant
traffic parameters that influence the lane change frequency.

Keywords: lane change frequency; traffic parameters; cautious; VISSIM; 3D surface plots; regression
model; traffic safety

1. Introduction

The Global Status Report on Road Safety stated that the number of annual road traffic deaths
has reached 1.35 million [1]. Although 90% of these deaths are centered in low- and middle-income
countries, traffic accidents in WHO’s European Region cause at least 120,000 deaths and injure
2.4 million people each year [2]. European roads have been stated as the safest in the world, with a
19% reduction in road fatalities over the last six years. While attaining the strategic target of halving
the number of road deaths between 2010 and 2020, which is still an acute challenge, it is worth aiming
to save every single life [3]. The Road Safety Action Program (2014–2016) was incorporated into the
Hungarian Transport Strategy, which also sets targets to decrease the number of road fatalities by
50% between 2010 and 2020 [4]. However, according to the Hungarian Central Statistical Office data,
there were 625 road fatalities in 2017, a 2.9% rise compared to 2016 [5]. The situation analysis of the
Road Safety Action Program declares that most of the accidents are caused by human-related factors,
and tackling them is therefore the most dynamic objective of road safety initiatives [4]. Some previous
studies have estimated human factors to be the sole or primary causal factor in approximately 90% of
road traffic accidents [6–9].
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Frequent lane-changing behavior has an adverse effect on traffic efficiency under advanced traffic
demand [10]. Li et al. [11] examined the aggressive lane-changing behavior of fast vehicles and the
consequences of different lane-changing behavior with the proposed symmetric two-lane cellular
automaton. The act of changing lanes was observed as one of the most common causes of accidents
in the United states. Also, according to official statistics, at least 33% of all road crashes occur when
vehicles change lanes or veer off the road [12].

Previous studies have shown accidents to be “multicausal” events as they are considered to be
a failure of the complex interactions between driver behavior, traffic, vehicle design, road geometry,
and environmental conditions [13,14]. Another research [15] found that crash occurrence had a
substantial correlation with the average speed, the standard deviation of speed at the upstream loop
detector station, the variance in the average speed at the upstream and downstream loop detector
stations, and traffic volume. Therefore, it is difficult to detect a single causal factor that can be held
responsible for an accident occurrence [16].

A recent research [17] showed that, despite the influence of various factors, speed variance is
particularly worth noting as it has been frequently reported as a critical risk factor in estimating crash
risk on expressways. Some studies have found both speed and speed variance to be significant factors
for predicting crash frequency [18,19]. Elvik [20] reviewed 13 studies that assessed the effects of speed
variance on crash rates based on loop detector data. Although almost all of these studies observed
that a large variance in speed increased the risk of crashes, numerical estimations of the effect varied
significantly. It is also possible that variations in speed between following vehicles on a road as well as
between the lanes of a roadway affects accident risk [21–23]. However, the finding [24] that effects of
speed changes tend to be higher on rural roads and motorways than on roads in built-up areas roads
suggests that the initial speed is a significant factor. This was confirmed in a re-analysis of the data [25]
that presented that the effect of a specified relative change in speed on the number and severity of
crashes is greater when the initial speed is higher.

Two mathematical models—the power model and the exponential model—describe the relationship
between the mean speed of traffic and road safety, defined as the number of fatalities and the number of
injury accidents, with high accuracy [26]. One limitation of both the power model and the exponential
model is that they only consider changes in average speed and therefore disregard possible changes in
the shape of the speed distribution [27]. However, speed dispersion is recommended to proactively
measure road safety because it presents a consistent assessment of microscopic potential risks [28].
Moreover, the effects of speed and speed variations seem to be related to other traffic variables, such as
traffic flow [29,30].

Other than speed, traffic volume is one of the most studied factors in crash rate predictions [31,32].
Traffic volume, speed, and density are the three main parameters used for the characterization of traffic
conditions [33]. Traffic conditions with high volume and high speed variation within the same lane
represent conditions with lower levels of service and therefore unstable flow. These conditions can
create higher crash risk because of the limited space between vehicles [13,30].

Microscopic simulation models are finding increased application in the evaluation of safety
performance and crash prediction. Before these models can be applied, they must be calibrated based
on real-world traffic conditions. The main purpose of calibration is to ensure that parameter inputs in
the simulation model produce the best estimates of safety performance. Previous studies have focused
on the accuracy and reproducibility of simulated output but not the ability of the performance measure
to reflect actual crashes. However, with an accurate estimate of the crash potential index (CPI) from a
simulation, it would be possible to compare simulated safety performance with observed crashes [34].
The process of developing a microsimulation model starts with an existing condition model and
then transitions into the development of various scenarios representing future-year alternatives [35].
Microscopic traffic simulation-based safety analysis provides fast, safe, and cost-effective means
of evaluating traffic safety compared to field implementation and testing [36–38]. Some previous
studies have utilized video data to obtain important information to calibrate several traffic safety
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parameters [34,39]. The effectiveness of a calibration process as well as the preceding considerations
can be best evaluated by performing “controlled” experiments in which all the model inputs are
known [40].

The VISSIM model can be applied to examine various traffic scenarios for varying roadway
and traffic conditions. A microsimulation model, VISSIM is suitable for simulating and studying
heterogeneous traffic flow in expressways to a satisfactory extent [41]. The VISSIM model is used to
generate traffic flow for a wide range, from lower to higher levels, and to investigate the number of
lane changes in multilane highways [39].

The lane-changing phenomenon is considered as an act of driving maneuver that moves a
vehicle from one lane to another when both lanes have the same direction of travel [42]. The actual
lane-changing logic in VISSIM is utilized to choose if it is possible to change to the desired neighbor
lane or not. The desired lane is an effect of the lane selection process for any free or mandatory lane
changes based on gap acceptance. A free lane change considers a lane change of a vehicle to obtain
speed advantages or more space [43]. Some previous studies have focused on the relationship between
speed variations and crash rates or crash risk [19,31,44–47], while other studies have examined the
number of lane changes under different traffic flow parameters to analyze the capacity of multilane
roads [39,48–50]. However, these studies lacked research specifically regarding the identification and
quantification of significant traffic parameters that affect lane changing using real data by considering
lane changing as one of the essential subjects of sustainable traffic safety.

This study aimed to estimate the effect of significant traffic parameters for traffic safety on lane
changing using VISSIM for a two-lane road section of a freeway. We utilized calibrated model data for
driving logic “conscious” to estimate the relationship between specified traffic parameters and lane
change frequency. Furthermore, 3D surface plots were developed to analyze the integrated effect of
observed variables on lane change frequency. We also attempted to develop a regression expression to
quantify the effect of observed traffic parameters on lane change frequency. The study recommends
that there should be more focus on traffic parameters that significantly influence lane changing in
order to enhance traffic safety.

The paper is organized as follows. The need for analyzing the effect of significant traffic safety
parameters on lane changing has already been described in this section. The method used, including
video data collection and presentation of simulation parameters, is detailed in Section 2. Analysis of
the effect of traffic parameters on lane change frequency as well as 3D surface plots and regression
model results are presented in Section 3, Section 4 provides the conclusions and discusses future works.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Video Data Analysis

Video data analysis was performed using CarCam to collect real traffic data on a two-lane road
section near Budapest. The road was approximately 5 km long (M1 motorway, Hungary) in one
direction of travel. Video data collection was performed for 4 hours from 7 a.m. to 9 a.m. and 3 p.m.
to 5 p.m. on a typical weekday under clear weather conditions. The collected video data were then
extracted with the help of semiautomated data extraction software to get the mean speed of cars and
traffic volume at each 5 min interval. First, the results of video data analysis were utilized to measure
the mean speed by measuring the time taken by a vehicle to cross the longitudinal section of 30 m
using a software program. The plot results showed that most of the vehicles were travelling at varying
speeds with dispersion between 100 and 140 km/h, as shown in Figure 1. Second, the results of video
data analysis were utilized to measure the traffic volume on a specified road section for the stated
period. The plot results showed that traffic volume varied significantly in different time intervals.
However, it helped to obtain information about the minimum (960 veh/hr) and maximum (2280 veh/hr)
traffic counts for simulation analysis purposes, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Real speed data.
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Figure 2. Real traffic volume data.

2.2. VISSIM Simulation

We wanted to utilize a microscopic simulation method to analyze the lane change frequency of cars
on a two-lane road section of a freeway, that is, one direction of a road section under various specified
traffic conditions. We chose the VISSIM software as a simulation tool for analysis of the effect of different
traffic parameters on lane changing due to its powerful multimodel modeling capabilities. PTV VISSIM
was first developed in 1992 by PTV Planung Transport Verkehr AGin Karlsruhe, Germany, based on the
continuous effort of Wiedemann regarding car-following behavior [39]. VISSIM is the most advanced
and commonly used microscopic traffic simulation software [51]. VISSIM is a behavior-based and
time-step simulation model program. The software has three basic mechanisms: traffic flow models,
traffic control models, and a data analysis package. It can be useful to analyze different transportation
problems, such as freeway operations, dynamic traffic assignments, the interaction of different
transportation modes, signal prioritization and optimization, traffic management strategies, pedestrian
flows, etc. [52]. A previous study also concluded that the VISSIM simulation environment is well
suited for freeway studies involving complex interactions with few and well-reasoned modifications
to reproduce driver behavior parameters [53].

For the development of the base model, a 5 km road network with straight and twisty links was
used to efficiently utilize the available PTV licensed software (VISSIM 11) space. The width of the road
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section was set at 7 m, with each lane being 3.5 m wide. The road networks in VISSIM can be designed
either as lane-oriented or space-oriented, i.e., vehicles can change anywhere in the road without lane
restrictions. Any number of vehicle types can be designed and overtaking of vehicles can be allowed
on both the sides [54]. On a two-lane road link, we employed only cars as a “vehicle type” in the
VISSIM model and used the right-side rule, which allows overtaking of vehicles in the left lane. It must
be noted that there is a permanent overtaking ban for vehicles over 3.5 tons on certain two-lane sections
of the Hungarian motorway network [55]. The simulation data was extracted for 3600 s, and the option
“lane changes evaluation active” was selected to record lane change data. Lane change frequency was
evaluated as the number of lane changes per hour (n/h). The important information about simulation
parameters is tabulated in Table 1.

Table 1. Simulation parameters.

Simulation Parameters

Number of lanes 2

Lane change frequency n/h (number of lane changes per hour)
Length of road section 5 km
Simulation period 3600 s
Vehicle type Cars
Road type Freeway
Simulation model Wiedemann 99 model

We applied the Wiedemann 99 model, which is suitable for freeways with no merging areas,
to observe the effect of significant traffic parameters on lane changing for driving logic “cautious”.
The Wiedemann 99 car-following model was developed in 1999 to offer greater control of the
car-following characteristics for freeway modeling in VISSIM. The Wiedemann 99 model consists
of 10 calibration parameters, all labeled with a “CC” prefix [39,56]. The car-following logic controls
the way a vehicle interacts with other vehicles at four modes of driving: free-driving, approaching a
vehicle, following a vehicle, and braking. Similarly, the lane-changing logic controls the way a vehicle
interacts with others during the processes of lane selection, merging to traffic, and diverging from
traffic [57]. We considered calibrated values of the car-following model as suggested by a recent study
for driving logic “cautious” [58]. Most European drivers have been observed as “cautious” about
driving characteristics, which can affect the driving style and road safety, as analyzed in previous
studies [59,60]. Table 2 provides a description with the default and calibrated values for each of the
“CC” parameters associated with the Wiedemann 99 model.

In VISSIM, the lane-changing behavior is controlled by a set of factors for local calibration of
VISSIM models. Accordingly, VISSIM lane-changing behavior is characterized by maximum and
accepted deceleration rates for the merging (own) and trailing vehicle. Driver aggressiveness can be
controlled by modifying the maximum and accepted deceleration rates as well as the reduction rate
of the deceleration value as the vehicle approaches its merge point [35]. We further considered the
calibrated values of lane change as suggested by a recent study for driving logic “cautious”, as shown
in Table 3.

Based on the above measures, we considered the following:

(1) Effect of average desired speed on lane change frequency;
(2) Effect of desired speed distribution on lane change frequency;
(3) Effect of traffic volume on lane change frequency.

We first considered simulating the effect of average desired speed variation on lane change
frequency. Previous studies have noticed that changes in speed affects serious crashes substantially
more than less serious crashes, with most data related to rural roads and motorways [13,61]. In the past
20 years, nearly all countries have either increased or decreased their speed limits on the motorway
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network. In addition, the speed limits in Hungary outside built-up areas were increased from 120
to 130 km/h on motorways and from 100 to 110 km/h on motor roads (semimotorways) in 2001 [24].
Based on observed video speed data, the average speed in this study varied from 110 to 130 km/h with
a wider range (110, 115, 120, 125, and 130 km/h) to measure their effect on lane changing for road safety.
In London, the noncompliance level (the level of noncompliance with the speed limit) ranges from 4%
to 73%, while the noncompliance level ranges from 2% to 82% outside London [17]. The speed range
for each simulated average speed was given as an input in the model, as shown in Figure 3.

Table 2. Wiedemann 99 model parameters [58].

VISSIM
Code Description Default

Values
Calibrated Values

(Cautious)

CC0 Standstill distance:
Desired distance between lead and following vehicle at v = 0 mph 1.5 m 1.5 m

CC1 Headway Time:
Desired time in seconds between lead and following vehicle 0.90 s 1.5 s

CC2 Following variation:
Additional distance over safety distance that a vehicle requires 4 m 0 m

CC3
Threshold for entering “following” state:

Time in seconds before a vehicle starts to decelerate to reach safety
distance (negative)

−8 s −10 s

CC4 Negative “following” threshold:
Specifies variation in speed between lead and following vehicle −0.35 −0.1

CC5 Positive “following” threshold:
Specifies variation in speed between lead and following vehicle 0.35 0.1

CC6 Speed dependency of oscillation:
Influence of distance on speed oscillation 11.44 0

CC7 Oscillation acceleration:
Acceleration during the oscillation process

0.25
m/s2 0.1 m/s2

CC8 Standstill acceleration:
Desired acceleration starting from standstill

3.5
m/s2 3.5 m/s2

CC9 Acceleration at 80 mph:
Desired acceleration at 80 mph

1.5
m/s2 1.5 m/s2

Table 3. Lane change parameters [58].

Parameters
Default Values Calibrated Values (Cautious)

Own Trailing Vehicle Own Trailing Vehicle

Maximum deceleration −4 −3 −3.5 −2.5

−1 m/s2 per distance 100 100 80 80

Accepted deceleration −1 −1 −1 −1

We further simulated the effect of desired speed distribution on lane change frequency for a
freeway by maintaining the average speed at 130 km/h. The distribution function of desired speeds is
a particularly important parameter as it has an impact on lane change frequency. VISSIM provides
the opportunity to distribute the percentage of speed values over smaller to larger limits. In VISSIM,
the desired speed is a significant parameter that has a great influence on travelling speeds, which
is explained as a distribution rather than a fixed value [62]. The speed distribution represents the
proportion of vehicles driving at or below certain speeds. It is also likely to use the speed distribution
to specify how the speed of all vehicles varies [27]. A previous study stated that high-risk drivers
exceed the speed limit by at least 25 km/h, so the “desired speed distribution” of the vehicles that
represent speeding drivers was set as 120–150 km/h [63]. We considered real speed data (Figure 1) to
analyze the effect of different speed distributions on lane changing for road safety. The largest speed
distribution was set between 100 and 140 km/h with higher speed variations of traffic flow, and some
other speed distributions were also set to comprehensively analyze the effect of speed distribution
on lane changing. Accordingly, the smallest speed distribution was set between 120 and 140 km/h
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with lower speed variations of traffic flow. The maximum and minimum values of the speeds and
the dispersion between these values were defined for an average speed of 130 km/h (freeway) in the
model, as shown in Figure 4.
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The VISSIM simulation was also used to measure the effect of designated traffic volume on
lane change frequency. Traffic volume was set for each simulation, which defined the number of
vehicles in a specific period for the two-lane road section of the freeway. A previous study noticed that
traffic volume is one of the most influential parameters to model driving behavior [52]. Lane change
behavior of vehicles characterizes macroscopic traffic flow behavior and significantly affects operational
characteristics on the highway [39]. Another study observed the effect of hourly traffic volume on
crash incident rate, with the lowest rate being when traffic flowed at a rate of 1000–1500 vehicles/h,
while crash rates increased when traffic increased to a level of 3000 vehicles/h [64]. We measured
the effect of traffic volume on lane changing by considering real traffic data (Figure 2). For VISSIM
simulation, the traffic volume of cars varied from 1000 to 3000 vehicles per hour with an interval of
500 vehicles per hour, which is approximate to real observed traffic data.
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3. Results

Modeling of lane changing for road safety was done by changing the values of the model
parameters from the default setting to driving logic “conscious” with basic field input data, such as
desired speed and traffic volume (veh/hr) as per field observation. We analyzed the effect of various
traffic parameters on lane change frequency based on VISSIM simulation data. Simulations were
run based on specified traffic data to measure lane change frequency, and the results are tabulated in
Table 4. Simulations were run three times for each traffic scenario, and the average value was used to
validate the output results, such as the number of lane changes. This is similar to a previous study,
which performed the generation of different parameter combinations with three replicates for each
case study [65]. Lane change frequency was measured as the number of lane changes per hour (n/h).
It is important to specify that we considered a traffic volume of 2500 vehicles per hour to measure the
effect of average desired speed and desired speed distribution on lane change frequency. The analysis
was initiated by measuring the effect of average desired speed variance on lane change frequency.
Results showed that lane change frequency increased with the increase in average desired speed.
After that, we analyzed the effect of speed distribution on lane change frequency for the freeway.
Results showed high lane change frequency for larger speed variation between predefined speed limits.
Large variations in speed between vehicles on a two-lane road can give rise to conflicts, which in turn
can lead to lane changing risk. Moreover, we investigated the effect of traffic volume on lane change
frequency for the freeway. Traffic volume input was varied from low to higher levels, and simulation
runs were performed for one hour. The simulation considered the speed limit of cars as 130 km/h
(freeway). Results showed that lane change frequency increased with the increase in traffic volume.

Table 4. Effect of traffic parameters on lane change frequency.

Average Speed
(km/h)

Lane Change
Frequency
(n/h)

Speed
Distribution

Lane Change
Frequency
(n/h)

Traffic Volume
(veh/h)

Lane Change
Frequency
(n/h)

110 728 120–140 340 1000 382
115 1347 115–140 684 1500 826
120 1434 110–140 872 2000 1386
125 1674 105–140 1347 2500 1808
130 1808 100–140 1628 3000 2228

Considering the above simulation results, we analyzed the relationship between designated traffic
parameters and lane change frequency. Polynomial curves (second degree) were found to better fit the
relationship between observed traffic parameters (average desired speed, desired speed distribution,
traffic volume) and lane change frequency. Furthermore, the equation of each curve was placed in
plots to represent the relationship between a dependent variable (lane change frequency) and the
independent variable. The R-squared (R2) value was also calculated, which can be defined as the
percentage of variation in the response variable that is explained by the model. The higher the R2

value, the better the model fits the data.

3.1. Effect of Average Desired Speed on Lane Change Frequency

Lane change frequency was measured for each simulation, with the average desired speed varying
from 110 to 130 km/h with an interval of 5 km/h. Each observed average speed was simulated under a
specified speed range (Figure 3). The relationship between average desired speed (km/h) and lane
change frequency (n/h) is plotted in Figure 5. It can be seen that there was a positive relationship
between the two variables, with lane change frequency increasing with the increase in average desired
speed of cars. The results can be explained by the fact that high-speed conditions can cause frequent
overtaking maneuvers [66]. A previous study showed that, after the implementation of higher speed
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limit, the number of injury crashes, as compared to the control, rose significantly on 130 km/h roads
but not on 110 km/h roads [62].
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Figure 5. Effect of average speed variation on lane change frequency.

3.2. Effect of Desired Speed Distribution on Lane Change Frequency

The effect of speed distribution on lane change frequency was analyzed, and the results are plotted
in Figure 6. All speed distribution data were set by maintaining an average speed at 130 km/h (freeway)
(Figure 4). A previous study on displacement of speed distribution showed larger displacements for
higher speeds [67]. The plot results showed higher lane change frequency for large speed dispersion
and lower lane change frequency for small speed dispersion between predefined limits. In other words,
when speed distribution was high, the examined vehicles tended to change lanes frequently due to
the difference in speeds between vehicles. Some previous studies have found speed variations to be
positively related to crashes [44,45,47,68].
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3.3. Effect of Traffic Volume on Lane Change Frequency

We observed the relationship between traffic volume and lane change frequency, as shown in
Figure 7. Lane change frequency was measured for each simulation, with the traffic volume varying
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from 1000 to 3000 vehicles per hour with an interval of 500 vehicles per hour. Speed distribution was
set in such a way that all simulated vehicles were moving on the road section within the speed limit
(130 km/h). The plot results showed a positive relationship between the two variables, with lane change
frequency increasing with the increase in traffic volume. When the number of vehicles increased
in a specified period, more vehicles tended to change lanes for overtaking purposes. A previous
study [11] had also found a positive correlation between risk factor and traffic flow efficiency in lower
traffic demand.
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3.4. 3D Surface Plots and Regression Model

Previous model [66] results showed that the impact of speed on crashes was associated with
volume and between-lane speed variations, which complicated its interpretation. Based on a similar
concept, we analyzed the impact of speed (average desired speed and desired speed distribution)
on lane change frequency in connection with traffic volume. 3D surface plots were developed to
simultaneously observe changes in the shape of lane change frequency with the change in specified
traffic parameters, as shown in Figure 8. Figure 8a presents a 3D surface plot to show the impact of
the average desired speed on lane change frequency when associated with traffic volume. Figure 8b
presents a 3D surface plot to show the impact of desired speed distribution on lane change frequency
when associated with traffic volume. The results showed the highest lane change frequency for both
cases due to the combined effect of the observed parameters. Xu et al. [30] found that high-speed
variance in high-density traffic flow leads to higher crash risk.

Finally, we attempted to develop a regression model between lane change frequency and specified
traffic parameters based on observed simulation data. Lane change frequency (LCF) was set as a
dependent variable, while the independent variables were average desired speed (ADS), desired speed
distribution (DSD), and traffic volume (TV). The regression model was developed based on simulation
data, and coefficient results were utilized to quantify the effect of traffic parameters on lane change
frequency, as shown in Equation (1). The results of this model showed that desired speed distribution
had the most significant effect on lane change frequency due to high coefficient values (positive).
A previous study [69] found that speed distribution had a vital role in road safety. Subsequently,
the average desired speed also had a high effect on lane change frequency with a high coefficient value.
However, traffic volume had a small effect on lane change frequency due to a small coefficient value.

LCF = (31.36×ADS) + (220.8×DSD) + (0.67× TV) − 4487.28 (1)
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Figure 8. 3D surface plots.

The results of regression analysis are presented in Table 5. The standard error (SE) is also presented,
which represents the average distance that the observed values fall from the regression line. The smaller
the standard error, the more representative the sample will be of the overall sample size. The statistical
significance of the effect depends on the p-value, i.e., if the p-value is larger than the selected significance
level α, the effect is not statistically significant; however, if the p-value is less than or equal to α, then
the effect for that particular term is statistically significant. The α value was set as 0.05 in the regression
analysis. The results of the model showed that all observed parameters were statistically significant
with p-values less than 0.05. Moreover, adjusted R2 was calculated, which represents the percentage
of the variation in the response variable that is explained by the model, adjusted for the number of
predictors in the model relative to the number of observations.

Table 5. Regression analysis results.

Coefficients Standard Error p-Value

Average desired speed 31.36 3.09 0.00
Desired speed distribution 220.8 43.81 0.00

Traffic volume 0.67 0.030 0.00
Intercept −4487.28 383.26 0.00

Adjusted R2 92%

4. Discussion

Identification of the main traffic characteristics causing frequent lane changing could improve
our understanding of lane-changing risk and help to develop more effective road safety strategies
for freeways. The results of the present study showed that observed traffic parameters had a major
impact on lane change frequency. Furthermore, lane change frequency was more greatly affected
due to the integrated effect of specified traffic parameters. The regression model results showed that
desired speed distribution had the highest effect on lane change frequency. Improvements in drivers’
compliance with speed limits and speed management/enforcement strategies can play a vital role in
enhancing traffic safety. Regarding the impact of speed changes in speed distribution, several studies
have confirmed that speed cameras and vehicle-to-vehicle communication (V2V) systems are effective
in reducing both mean speed and excessive speeding [70,71]. However, this study only considered the
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driving logic “cautious” in the VISSIM model for traffic characteristics close to the real data, such as
speed limits, traffic volume, and overtaking rules. Further research can be performed to apply the
VISSIM model for other driving logics, such as “all knowing”, to analyze lane changing. Finally,
lane change frequency should be analyzed in the context of the average traffic speed of traffic flow
exceeding the speed limit.

5. Conclusions

This study evaluated the effect of significant traffic parameters on lane changing for a two-lane
road section of a freeway. We utilized a traffic simulation software with calibration of the model
for driving logic “cautious” to estimate the impact of designated traffic parameters on lane change
frequency. The traffic parameters considered in this study were average desired speed, desired speed
distribution, and traffic volume. First, VISSIM simulation was performed to measure the effect of
average desired speed variation on lane change frequency. The measured simulation data were used
to plot the relationship between the average desired speed and lane change frequency. The plot results
showed a positive relationship between average desired speed variation and lane change frequency,
with lane change frequency increasing with the increase in average desired speed under a predefined
speed range. Subsequently, the effect of desired speed distribution on lane change frequency was
analyzed. The simulation results showed higher lane change frequency when speed dispersion was set
large and lower lane change frequency when speed distribution was set small. Furthermore, the effect
of traffic volume variation on lane change frequency was analyzed. The simulation plot results showed
a positive relationship between traffic volume and lane change frequency, with lane change frequency
increasing with the increase in traffic volume. Based on the simulated data, 3D surface plots were
developed between speed (average desired speed and desired speed distribution), traffic volume, and
lane change frequency. The plot results showed the integrated effect of the observed parameters on
lane change frequency, which was higher than the individual effect. Finally, a regression model was
developed between the dependent variable (lane change frequency) and the independent variables
(average desired speed, desired speed distribution, and traffic volume) to quantify the effect of traffic
parameters on lane change frequency. The regression model results showed that desired speed
distribution had the most significant impact on lane change frequency compared to the other observed
variables. Overall, the results of this study could help to identify and quantify the effect of significant
traffic parameters on lane changing by considering the modern technology of automated vehicles for
sustainable traffic safety. Further research can be performed in VISSIM to explore whether changing the
significant traffic parameters with diverse distributions for a higher number of lanes has a significant
positive effect on lane changing.
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Abstract
Highways and expressways provide support for the local, regional, and national transportation of services and goods.Moreover,
they are indispensable to economic activities as modern lifestyle would be impossible without them. Activities related to
work, education, shopping, tourism, and social are generating a demand for trips. Furthermore, the presence of toll plazas
at expressways slows down traffic, thus creating traffic congestion during rush hour. Malaysian toll plazas are considered
conventional toll collection, which is manual and the most common toll collection method. Manual toll collection is usually
the cause of congestion related to the delay experienced by drivers, toll collection procedure, and operators at the manual toll
lanes. This paper aims to examine the effect of the percentage of heavy vehicles on the performance of toll plazas in terms of
the queue length using the microscopic traffic simulation model called VISSIM. The findings indicate that the percentage of
heavy vehicles in traffic flow significantly affects queue lengths at toll plazas.

Keywords Heavy vehicle · Toll plaza performance · Queue length · Traffic simulation model · VISSIM

1 Introduction

The increased use of tollways and their associated toll plazas
is a continuing trend in Malaysia because of the expand-
ing number of vehicles going through airports, entrances of
major ports, federal routes, and the growing population in
towns and major cities. The manual toll collection imple-
mented at toll gates is one of the main causes of traffic
congestion along expressways [1]. Every vehicle that passes
through a toll plaza experiences certain delays depending on
the type of payment, and queues start to build up when traf-
fic volume for one payment type exceeds the capacity of the
plaza for one or all of the payment types [2].

Recently, the examination of toll plazas by employing
microscopic simulation software has drawnattention because
of the intricacy in analyzing the procedure of toll plaza opera-
tions.Microscopic simulation software is commonly adopted
as a complementary or alternative instrument in diagnos-
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tic procedures and methods for road traffic services and for
forecasting future performance according to calculated or
expected adjustments in probable operational plans or pat-
terns of vehicle travel demand [3,4]. Thus, traffic simulation
models should address the important characteristics of the
traffic flow dynamics [5].

Microscopic models with 3D visualization are powerful
tools for helping planners and traffic engineers solve specific
traffic problems. Through 3D visualization, users are pro-
vided with virtual and real-world viewpoints (i.e., helicopter,
traffic camera, and vehicle) and allowed to view the simulated
area in a rich virtual environment, which contains structures
representative of the real world [6]. Assessing the perfor-
mance of toll plazas and the traffic volume effects under
different traffic characteristics and toll plaza configurations
is always required. Moreover, visualizing and examining the
present and forthcoming traffic procedures at toll plazas is
critical.

Toll plazas in the Malaysian expressways system are an
interesting subject for two reasons. First, traffic along the
expressway is heterogeneous with mixed vehicles composed
of cars, small lorries, trucks, trailers, and buses. Second, the
toll collection system involves both manual and electronic
toll collection, and thus payment time and operation vary
according to vehicle class. Furthermore, as the automatic
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vehicle identification (AVI) system has yet to be adopted in
Malaysia, heavy vehicles (trucks, trailers, and buses) are pro-
hibited from using electronic toll lanes. This paper addresses
the question of how heavy vehicles in a heterogeneous traf-
fic flow affect toll plaza performance and queue lengths in
Malaysia.

2 Literature Review

Microscopic traffic simulation is a useful instrument to simu-
late traffic flow in roadways under homogeneous and hetero-
geneous conditions [7]. It has been used as an efficient tool for
studying traffic problems [8]. Generally, microscopic traffic
simulation models can materialize the intricacies of traffic
demand and vehicular flow to enhance the understanding
of operational performance in toll plazas [9]. Nonetheless,
these models are usually not equipped with built-in toll plaza
simulations [10]. Accordingly, researchers have attempted to
develop their own simulationmodels for examining toll plaza
performance.

Ito examined the traffic congestion in toll plazas in Kochi
I.C., Japan, and offered the results of the process simula-
tion [1]. The developed model considers the redesign of
the layout of toll plazas and approximates suitable time in
combination gates for gate change to achieve enhanced per-
formance. Astarita [11] and Kuang [12] examined mixed toll
stations that operate using various systems of toll collection.
The developed model of the car-following model can reveal
the toll system performance and uphold its ideal design as
a traffic condition function. Moreover, the simulation model
is an effective tool to analyze traffic in highway stations.
Poon and Dia developed a microscopic traffic simulation
model called AIMSUN [13], which can assess the perfor-
mance of toll booths in the current gateway toll plaza design.
Themodel is employed to quantify and examine the effects of
different scenarios to increase efficiency in toll areas. These
scenarios include increasing the number of heavy vehicles
using the toll booths. According to the study, increasing the
usage of toll lanes that adopt fully electronic toll collection
(ETC) can greatly improve the system’s overall efficiency.
Drivers who switch from automatic and manual toll payment
methods to the ETC method can experience section times
five and ten times faster, respectively, then before. Another
research [14] developed and calibrated two different sim-
ulation models, namely SHAKER and VISSIM. Both the
SHAKER and VISSIM models are potential tools for esti-
mating the maximum throughput and capacity of toll plazas.
Therefore, planners and engineers can better develop traffic
plans for toll plazas and provide valuable processing time
and demand data, which can be used to establish capac-
ities based on lane type, payment type, payment amount,
and vehicle type. On the basis of users’ perception of ser-

vice quality at toll plazas, Obelheiro developed a method to
examine levels of service at toll plazas [15]. The evaluation of
model sensitivity shows that “MeanQueue Length at booths”
mostly affects the quality perceived at toll plazas. When
queue lengths at booths are increased, users’ perception of
quality is significantly reduced. Moreover, “Percentage of
Trucks” significantly affects service quality perception.

This literature review clearly indicates that many research
works are available for evaluating toll plazas using different
traffic simulation models. However, studies have not been
conducted yet on heavy-vehicle influence on the overall per-
formance of toll plazas in terms of queue length at toll plazas
in Malaysia.

3 Methodology

In this paper, a simulation model is developed to assess the
implementation of mixed mode (cash/ticket and ETC) toll
booth collection. InMalaysia, heavyvehicles (trucks, trailers,
and buses) should use the mixed mode lanes even when they
can use ETCpayment. Themodel seeks to reflect the effect of
different factors on payment time at toll booths. To develop
the model and obtain results, data were collected from the
case study, the service time process was estimated, the model
was constructed and calibrated, and different scenarios were
run according to different input parameters.

3.1 Microscopic SimulationModel VISSIM

A variety of traffic simulation packages are available for
studying traffic operations at toll plazas. Each of these sim-
ulation packages has pros and cons for simulating the toll
plaza operation. Previous literature research studied specific
simulation packages in terms of capabilities of modeling the
traffic facilities [16].

The capabilities of these simulation packages differ
widely, and selection of the most appropriate model for a
given case depends on several factors such as the require-
ments and characteristics of the site/toll plaza, cost, objec-
tives of the study, and simulation model capabilities for
achieving the objectives.

In this study, VISSIM was chosen to simulate the opera-
tions at the Juru toll plazas. It was proved that VISSIMwas a
very well-suited tool to simulate the traffic operations at toll
plazas and its performance based on the requirements and the
objectives of this study, and also based on various previous
studies conducted around the world [2,17–21].

3.2 Data Collection

The paper was interested in simulating the heavy-vehicle
influence within traffic flow condition during maximum
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weekday peak hours. Figure 1 shows that Friday has the
maximum traffic flow in weekdays for both entry and exit
directions. The collected field data of the Juru toll plaza were
separated by morning peak hour and direction because they
differed in terms of number of lanes, lane configuration, toll
base fee, traffic volume, vehicle composition, and number of
approach lanes for each direction. For entry direction (south-
bound), the morning peak hour was at 11:00–12:00 and had
three approach lanes to the plaza. For exit (northbound), the
morning peak hour was at 7:00–8:00 and had two approach
lanes as shown in Fig. 2.

To simulate the traffic operation at toll plazas,microscopic
field data were needed for each individual vehicle arriving
and completing the transaction at the toll plaza. The video
recording approach was used to collect field data. Thus,
CCTV cameras were needed to be installed at the site to
record the traffic operations at the Juru toll plazas. The study
required to install CCTV systems at both entry and exit direc-
tions. The vehicle composition and service time for mixed
mode toll lanes are extracted from CCTV recordings during
morning peak hour, as part of the efforts to build the simu-
lation model for Juru toll plaza. Six cameras were used to
capture the upstream and downstream traffic flow and the

operations at the toll plaza. All six cameras were simulta-
neously started, and each one captured a different situation.
Three of the six cameras were used to capture one direc-
tion, and the other three were simultaneously capturing the
opposite direction. The following data collections were the
requirements for the creation of the Juru toll plaza model.

3.3 Toll Plaza Configuration and Payment Type

The model presented in this paper is based on data collected
from a closed toll system Juru toll plaza in Bukit Merta-
jam, Malaysia. Juru toll plaza is a barrier toll plaza at the
North–South Expressway. This kind of toll plaza configura-
tion impedes traffic flowon the expressway, especially during
peak hours. Figure 3 shows the configuration for Juru toll
which has twenty-three toll lanes. Seven toll lanes are allo-
cated for entry direction (enter the expressway) and sixteen
toll booths are allocated for exit direction (exit the express-
way).

The lanes in the Malaysian toll plazas are mainly divided
into two types: First is the single-class lane (specified only
for class 1; these lanes are Smart TAG and Touch ’n Go
lanes), and the second is the multiclass lane (specified for all

Fig. 1 Average weekly traffic at
Juru toll plaza

Fig. 2 Friday traffic at AM
hours by direction
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Fig. 3 Juru toll plaza
configuration

Fig. 4 Percentages of payment type at entry and exit of Juru toll plaza
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No Vehicle 
class

No Vehicle 
type

1 Class 1 1 Type 1

2 Class 2 2 Type 2

3 Class 3 3 Type 3

4 Class 4 4 Type 4

5 Class 5 5 Type 5

Vehicles with 2 axles 
and 5 or 6 wheels 
excluding buses.

Vehicles with 3 or more 
axles.

Taxis

Buses

Vehicle Classification - PLUS Vehicle type - Simulation model

Icon Description

+ Car and Taxi 

Icon Description

Vehicles with 2 axles 
and 3 or 4 wheels 

excluding taxis

Bus 

Small lorry 
(2 axles and 6 wheels)

Truck  
 (3 or more axles. With 

length 8.5-13.0 m)

Trailer
(3 or more axles. With 

length more than 13.0 m)

(a) (b)

Fig. 5 Vehicle classifications; a vehicle classification adopted by PLUS, b vehicle type used in the simulation model

types of vehicles including heavy vehicles; these lanes are for
mixed mode toll collection). Methods of toll payment at toll
plazas in Malaysia can be divided into three types. The first
and most common method of payment is by cash/ticket in
which a toll collector/ attendant is required at the toll booth
to collect the cash, dispense the change (if any), and issue
the ticket to the patron (upon request). The second method
of payment is using the Touch ’nGo card which uses contact-
less smart card technology (electronic toll collection ETC).
Both methods for cash/ticket and Touch ’n Go vehicles need
to stop to make the payment. The last method of toll payment
is by using Smart TAGwhich is a nonstop automatic payment
system for toll network. The system can make the payment
transaction within 20km/hmaximum speed for passing vehi-
cles. Furthermore, Smart TAG and Touch ’n Go toll lanes can
be used only by cars, mixed mode toll booths allowable for
all vehicles class including the heavy vehicles that use the
manual or ETC methods.

Figure 4 shows the percentage of average payment types
for Fridays morning peak hour in Juru toll plaza for both
directions. At entry direction, mixed mode lanes processed
33% of traffic, Touch ’n Go lanes processed 30%, and Smart
TAG lanes processed 37% of the traffic. At the exit direction,
the traffic was different where mixed mode lanes processed
40%, Touch ’n Go lanes processed 22%, and Smart TAG
lanes processed 38% of the traffic. The study will focus on
mixedmode because it presents the traffic compositionwhich
contains the heavy vehicles.

3.4 Vehicle Type

Vehicles in the Malaysian expressways (closed system) are
divided into five classes according to the vehicle classifica-
tion adopted by PLUS based on the toll fare and the number
of axles and wheels. However, due to reason of passenger
cars and taxis having the same vehicle characteristics and
thus behaving in the same manner, they were grouped in the
same vehicle type in the simulation model. Also, based on
field data, huge variations were observed in terms of vehicle
length for trailer even though they are classified as vehicles
having three or more axles.

The variation in vehicle length for trailers impacts the toll
operation. Therefore, vehicles in this class are divided into
trucks (heavy vehicles having three or more axles with a
vehicle length of between 8.5 and 13.0m) and trailers (hav-
ing three or more axles with a vehicle length of more than
13.0m).

Figure 5a shows the vehicle classification adopted by
PLUS, while Fig. 5b shows the vehicle type used in the sim-
ulation model.

In VISSIM, vehicles are assigned to certain types and
combined with vehicle classes. However, vehicle types
needed to be assigned to vehicle categories first. Vehicle cate-
gories, by default, contain categories of vehicles with similar
traffic interaction. A vehicle type allows the user to form a
group of vehicles with the same technical driving character-
istics.
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Table 1 Vehicle classes that are
used in the Juru toll plaza model

No. Class name Payment type Lane type

Entry Exit

1 Car STAG Car STAG Smart TAG Single-class lanes

2 Car TNG Car TNG Touch ’n Go Single-class lanes

3 Entry car ticket – Ticket Multiclass lanes

4 Entry car Tng – Touch ’n Go Multiclass lanes

5 – Exit car cash Cash Multiclass lanes

6 – Exit car Tng Touch ’n Go Multiclass lanes

7 Entry small lorry ticket – Ticket Multiclass lanes

8 Entry Small lorry Tng – Touch ’n Go Multiclass lanes

9 – Exit small lorry ticket Cash Multiclass lanes

10 – Exit small lorry Tng Touch ’n Go Multiclass lanes

11 Entry truck ticket – Ticket Multiclass lanes

12 Entry truck Tng – Touch ’n Go Multiclass lanes

13 – Exit truck cash Cash Multiclass lanes

14 – Exit truck Tng Touch ’n Go Multiclass lanes

15 Entry trailer ticket – Ticket Multiclass lanes

16 Entry trailer Tng – Touch ’n Go Multiclass lanes

17 – Exit trailer cash Cash Multiclass lanes

18 – Exit trailer Tng Touch ’n Go Multiclass lanes

19 Entry bus ticket – Ticket Multiclass lanes

20 Entry bus Tng – Touch ’n Go Multiclass lanes

21 – Exit bus cash Cash Multiclass lanes

22 – Exit bus Tng Touch ’n Go Multiclass lanes

In this step in developing the VISSIM toll plaza model,
the traffic composition was created to differentiate different
vehicle behaviors in the simulated model. The traffic compo-
sition inVISSIM allows the user to insert the relative flows of
each link and the desired speed for each vehicle class. In this
study, the traffic composition consists of five vehicle classes
using three methods of payment.

The difficulty in this stage of the simulation of toll plaza
operations was on how to simulate the real vehicle classes in
the Juru toll plazas. As previously mentioned, the vehicles
at the toll plazas are classified into five classes: cars, small
lorries, trucks, trailers, and buses. These classes used three
types of payment, namely mixed mode, Touch ’n Go, and
Smart TAG. The mixed mode payment in the entry direction
is different from the exit direction in terms of procedure,
payment type, and service time.

To solve this complexity, the vehicles are classified into
two types at the toll plaza according to the toll lane selection:
vehicles that select single-class lanes and vehicles that select
multiclass lanes. The vehicles that select single-class lanes
were cars that used the Touch ’nGo payment and the cars that
used Smart TAG payment. Both these two classes are used in
the entry and exit directions. The vehicles that selected the
multiclass lanes were the vehicles that used the mixed mode
payment.

As a result, twenty-two classes of vehicles in the VISSIM
model needed to be created to represent the real traffic oper-
ation at the toll plazas. Table 1 shows the created vehicle
classes in the toll plaza model for the Juru toll plaza.

3.5 Traffic Composition

Traffic composition represents the proportions of different
vehicle types in the traffic flow. This is useful to control the
way vehicles behave and react in the toll plaza and to incorpo-
rate the differences in terms of their operational performance
in the simulation model. Traffic compositions are important
because vehicle travel routes are assigned for specific vehicle
types [22]. In addition, the service time of the mixed mode
lane depends upon the arrival pattern of vehicles. Moreover,
the traffic composition in the toll plaza modeling concepts is
not only focused on the proportions of different vehicle types
in the traffic flow but also on the proportion of the traffic flow
based on the toll lane types (payment methods).

Figure 6 shows the traffic composition for the entry to
the lanes with a traffic volume of 2501vph, which consists
of 85.5% cars, 7.7% small lorries, 1.8% trucks, 3.5% trail-
ers, and 1.6% buses, while the traffic composition at the
exit lane with a traffic volume of 2920vph, which consists
of 83.9% cars, 8.5% small lorries, 2.6% trucks, 4.2% trail-
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Fig. 6 Traffic composition percentages at Juru toll plaza for entry and exit

ers, and 0.8% buses. The percentage for the heavy vehicle
(HGV=Truck+Trailer+Bus) in entry direction is 6.9%
and that for the exit direction is 7.6%.

3.6 Desired Speed Distribution

The desired speed distribution is an estimation of the
upstream speed of the approaching vehicle toward the toll
plaza. The distribution function of the desired speeds is a
particularly important parameter because it impacts the link
capacity and the queuing at the tollbooths and, thereby, the
operation of the toll plazas.

A driver will travel at his desired speed if not hindered by
other vehicles or network objects. A driver, whose desired
speed is higher than his current speed, will check whether he
can overtake other vehicleswithout endangering anyone. The
more the speed of the drivers differs, the more the platoons
are created.

Fig. 7 Desired speed distribution of vehicle class in VISSIM toll plaza
model—example

In VISSIM, the desired speed distributions are defined
depending on vehicle class, which are used for the command
of vehicle compositions. The desired speeds at toll plazas
varied according to the toll plaza type, toll plaza location,
approach direction, and vehicle class. Thus, the observed
speeds from the Juru toll plaza were classified into five cate-
gories for both entry and exit directions to meet the needs of
the VISSIM toll plaza model. The use of distributions of the
values of the desired speeds rather than the average speeds
makes the created model more accurate in representing the
real traffic operations of toll plaza.

The speed data observations were collected from the Juru
toll plazas using a laser speed gun on March 2015. Figure 7
shows an example of the desired speed distribution for the
vehicle type in the VISSIM toll plaza model.

3.7 Service Time

Service time, in its general definition, is the time interval
between time when the wheels of a vehicle stop rolling at the
tollbooth and the time when they start rolling again. In other
words, service time is the time a vehicle spends to complete
a transaction at the tollbooth; it does not include the delay
time in the queue before entering the tollbooth [23,24].

Service time is an important parameter for the evalua-
tion of the operational performance of a toll plaza. Several
factors influence the actual service time in electronic toll
collection (ETC) and manual toll collection (MTC), such
as the type of vehicle making the payment [25–28], the fee
value [28], the traffic composition [29,30], the processing
efficiency of the electronic toll collection (ETC) technology,
and the efficiency of the tollbooth attendant [24]. These fac-
tors are helpful in understanding questions such as why cars
have different service times from trucks, or why the vehi-
cles of the same class have different service times for same
direction of the travel.
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Fig. 8 Frequencies and cumulative curves of service time for car at Juru toll plaza; a Entry—ticket and Touch ’n Go, b exit—cash and Touch ’n Go

Fig. 9 Service times at Juru toll plaza of mixed mode lanes for ticket and Touch ’n Go based on vehicle type—entry and exit

In a conventional tollbooth, service time is measured from
the time the vehicle stops at the tollbooth until it starts mov-
ing. For nonstop ETC lanes, the vehicle must decelerate
within the speed limit while passing through the toll plaza.
Given that the ETC vehicle transacts without stopping at the
tollbooth, the service time for the nonstop ETC vehicle in
this case is equal to zero [21].

Service time is one of the main input parameters in the toll
plaza model, which most significantly influences the per-
formance of toll operation and, thus, the overall toll plaza
capacity.

The service time in the mixed mode lanes is the time in
seconds that a vehicle spends at a tollbooth to pay a toll until
it starts moving. This principle gave the procedure for the

observation and extraction of data of the vehicle service time
from video recordings for each individual vehicle when it
stopped at the tollbooth to make payment.

The determination of the service time at this type of toll
plaza (conventional toll plaza) becomes too complex, espe-
cially at the multiclass mixed mode toll lane. The complexity
comes from the fact that the multiclass mixedmode toll lanes
have five types of vehicles, with each type having its own ser-
vice time. Furthermore, the service time is different, whether
at entry or exit, for a particular vehicle type.

According to the VISSIM model requirements, service
times need to be represented as cumulative curves. Therefore,
Fig. 8 shows an example of the frequencies and cumulative
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Fig. 10 Dwell time distribution
for vehicle types at multiclass
lane—Juru toll
plaza—entry—ticket; a car, b
small lorry, c truck, d trailer, e
bus
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Fig. 11 Flowchart of the
calibration process of the
simulation

curves of the measured service time for cars in mixed mode
lanes.

Figure 9 shows the summary of the service times at entry
and exit ofmixedmode lanes for ticket andTouch ’nGobased
on vehicle type in Juru toll plaza. For entry, the maximum
service times for ticket and Touch ’n Go for truck and trailer
were (7.8 and 7.9) s and (5.6 and 5.4) s, respectively. For
exit, the maximum service times for cash and Touch ’n Go
for small lorry, truck, and trailer were (22.8, 22.4, and 23.0) s
and (12.7, 11.9, and 13.0) s, respectively.

4 Development of Toll Plaza Models

Once the requirements of the basic features used to build the
toll plaza models were completed, the base models of the

Juru toll plaza were created with the necessary inputs related
to the real toll plazas. The necessary inputs are:

1. The satellite image is used to match the information on
the number of lanes in the toll plaza and the geometry
of toll plaza area. Additionally, the configurations of the
toll plaza are represented by the number of the toll lanes
dedicated for each type of payment.

2. The desired speed distribution, which is a particularly
important parameter, impacts the link capacity and the
queuing at the tollbooths and thereby the operation of
the toll plaza.

3. The service time is the distribution for each vehicle type
needing to stop to make a payment in the toll lane of the
toll plaza. For Juru toll plaza model in this paper, there
are twenty service time distributions. For each direction
in the mixed mode lanes, there are five types of vehicles
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Fig. 12 Screen-captured image of the calibrated model for Juru toll plaza

with two payment types: 10 service time distributions for
entry and 10 service time distributions for exit. Figure 10
shows an example of the dwell time distributions (service
time) input for vehicle types in theVISSIMmodel of Juru
toll plaza at entry.

5 Calibration of theModel

Calibration is a process of adjusting the model’s parameters
to improve the model’s ability to accurately reproduce traffic
operation characteristics [31]. Calibration is performed on
various components to replicate observed data to a sufficient
level to satisfy the objectives of the model [7].

Calibration is necessary because no single model is
equally accurate for all possible traffic conditions. Even the
most detailed microsimulation model still contains only a
portion of all of the variables that affect real-world traffic
conditions. Therefore, every model must be adapted to local
conditions [32].

The procedure of the toll plaza model calibration was
divided into several steps. The first stepwas to select themea-
sure of effectiveness MOE (throughput) [33] as the index of
comparison between the simulated and observed values. Sec-
ond, the simulation models for 10 different values were run
and the outputs of the selectedMOEwere obtained [7,13,31].
Then, the statistical paired two-sample t test analysis with
95% level of confidence was used to compare the observed
MOEvalueswith the outputs from the simulation results [31].

If the value of the calculated MOE T test was less than the
t critical value (from the table), the simulation outputs show
a statistical significance of similarity to the observed MOE,
and thus, the model of the Juru toll plaza was calibrated.
However, when the value of the calculated MOE T test was
greater than the t critical value (from the table), a signifi-
cant difference is seen between the simulated and observed
values of the MOE; thus, the model’s key parameters need
more adjustments depending on the field observation and the
simulation reruns for 10 different values. A multiple of 10
simulation runs with different values of the key parameters
were done until the calibration was completed.

Figure 11 shows the flowchart of the calibration process,
while Figure 12 shows the screen capture of the calibrated
model for the Juru toll plaza.

6 Examination of Effect of Heavy Vehicles on
Queue Lengths at Juru Toll Plaza

This study aims to construct traffic simulation models of the
Juru toll plaza based on the calibration model. Firstly, the
newly proposed models are used as scenarios to represent
different traffic conditions at the toll plaza, from which the
impact of heavy-vehicle percentages on queue lengths along
themixedmode toll lanes is tested. Secondly, the influence of
heavy-vehicle percentages on queue lengths along other toll
lane types is determined. Finally, the influence of payment
types and vehicle types on queue lengths is examined.
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Fig. 13 Impact of heavy-vehicle percentage on queue length along
mixed mode lanes of Juru toll plaza

Six scenarios have been identified and simulated to deter-
mine the traffic operations of the toll lanes.

1. Scenario 1: base scenario (normal traffic flow)

Entry: 2501vphwith 6.8%of vehicles are heavyvehi-
cles
Exit: 2920vph with 7.6% of vehicles are heavy vehi-
cles

2. Scenario 2: the same traffic volume as in Scenario 1, but
heavy-vehicle percentage is increased to 10%, 12%, 14%,
16%, and 18%.

The results obtained in Scenarios 1 and 2 are used to inves-
tigate the impact of heavy vehicles on toll plaza operations
in terms of queue lengths.

Figure 13 shows the impact of heavy vehicles on queue
lengths. Queue length is measured at the end of a 1-h sim-
ulation period. At the entry direction (see plotted graphs in
Fig. 13), queue length is gradually increased to 16% with

increments of heavy-vehicle percentage, after which this
queue length is rapidly increased from 98.6 to 258.2m for
16% and 18% of heavy vehicles, respectively. However, the
opposite is observed at the exit direction, in which the queue
length is rapidly increased from 71.8 to 227.7m for 7.6%
and 12% of heavy vehicles, respectively, and then the queue
length is gradually increased to 287.4m for 18% of heavy
vehicles.

The influence of heavy-vehicle percentage on queue
length for other toll lane types is also examined. Figure 14
shows the mixed mode queue lengths for the Touch ’n Go
and Smart TAG lanes at the entry and exit directions.

On the basis of the graphs plotted in Fig. 14, heavy-vehicle
percentage has no significant influence on other toll lane
types at the entry and exit directions.

Figure 15 shows the screen-captured image of the 3D sim-
ulation model of the Juru toll plaza, in which the scenario of
18% of heavy vehicles is considered.

With regard to the influence of payment types on queue
length with increments of heavy-vehicle percentage, the
same case as those of Scenarios 1 and 2 has been adopted, i.e.,
heavy-vehicle percentages of 6.8%, 10%, 12%, 14%, 16%,
and 18% at the entry direction and 7.6%, 10%, 12%, 14%,
16%, and 18% at the exit directions. However, this third case
differs in terms of payment type for each vehicle type, par-
ticularly for the ticket and Touch ’n Go scheme at entry and
the cash and Touch ’n Go scheme at exit. Therefore, new sce-
narios can be considered. Scenario 1 represents the equality
between payment types and vehicle types, that is, the num-
ber of vehicles that pay with tickets is equal to the number
of vehicles that use Touch ’n Go at entry, and the procedure
is the same between cash and Touch ’n Go payment types at
exit. In Scenario 2, all vehicle types use Touch ’n Go at entry
and exit. In Scenario 3, all vehicle types pay with tickets at
entry and cash at exit.

Fig. 14 Queue length results of the Juru toll plaza model at entry and exit directions
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Fig. 15 Screen-captured image of the 3D simulation model of Juru toll plaza

Fig. 16 Influence of payment types on queue length at the entry and exit directions of the Juru toll plaza model

Fig. 17 Comparison between queue lengths after increments of heavy-vehicle percentages and after all vehicles use Touch ’n Go at the entry and
exit directions of the Juru toll plaza model
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Fig. 18 Influence of vehicle
types on queue length at the
entry and exit directions of the
Juru toll plaza model

As shown in Fig. 16, the best case of queue lengths at the
entry and exit directions can be realizedwhen all vehicles use
the Touch ’nGo payment type, which is depicted by Scenario
3. Figure 17 shows the comparison between queue lengths
in two cases, namely after increments of heavy-vehicle per-
centage and after all vehicles change to the Touch ’n Go
payment type. The results show that the queue lengths after
increments of heavy-vehicle percentage can be improved by
approximately 80% when all vehicles use Touch ’n Go at
exit. However, at the entry directions, the improvement in
queue length can be achieved only when heavy-vehicle per-
centages exceed 14%; in this case, the improvement rate is
17%.

To further determine the influence of vehicle types on
queue length with increments of heavy-vehicle percentage, a
scenario the same as that of Scenario 1 (i.e., equality between
payment types for all vehicle types) has been adopted. In par-
ticular, the number of vehicles that correspond to a certain
queue length is calculated, and the percentages of all types
of queued vehicles are determined. The reason for selecting
Scenario 1 is to neglect the impact of payment types on the
results. Figure 18 shows that most queue lengths at the entry
direction comprise 40% of trailers, 25% of cars, and 14% of
small lorries, whereas most queue lengths at the exit direc-
tion comprise 51% of trailers, 17% of trucks, and 15% of
cars.

7 Conclusions

The main goal of this study is to examine the impact of
percentage of heavy vehicles in the Malaysian expressway
system on the performance of Juru toll plaza in terms of
vehicle queue length. The microscopic simulation software
calledVISSIMwasused to construct the Juru toll plazamodel
and investigate toll operations. The results of the calibration
prove that VISSIM is a suitable tool for simulating heteroge-

neous traffic flow and can accurately replicate the real-world
operations of the toll plaza. Moreover, the results show that
the percentage of heavy vehicles in traffic flow has a sig-
nificant impact on queue length at the Juru toll plaza. The
significant impact of heavy-vehicle percentages starts from
16% and 7.6% at the entry and exit directions, respectively.
The results also show that heavy-vehicle percentage has no
influence on ETC lanes at entry and exit. Most queue lengths
have been caused by trailers that represent 40% and 51% of
the total queue length at entry and exit, respectively. The best
procedure for improving queue length at the entry and exit
directions at the Juru toll plaza is by changing the payment
type to Touch ’n Go for all vehicle types.
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